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ABSTRACT
THEORY OF INTERACTING POLYELECTROLYTES
UNDER CONFINEMENT
May 2012
M.V.LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor M. Muthukumar
In this thesis we investigated the problem of polyelectrolyte characterization
and in particular how to interpret the experimental data to obtain the mass and
gyration radius of short polyelectrolytes. This is usually a challenging problem for
experimentalists to deal with. For example, the interpretation of the static light
scattering data to obtain the gyration radius becomes increasingly inaccurate as
the size of the chain becomes very much smaller then the light wavelength. Also,
the interpretation of membrane osmomometry data is complicated by the leakage
of the solute of low molecular weight polymers and so forth. There are, however,
a number of approaches to deal with these problems.
In the rst chapter of my thesis I obtained a crossover formula of the second
virial coecient of polyelectrolytes that correctly reproduces the perturbative and
asymptotic polymer regimes in addition to the salt concentration dependence at
high-to-medium salt concentrations. This formula will then be combined with
vi

similar crossover formula for the radius of gyration to interpret the later from the
second virial coecient measurement.
On the technical side of the story, the crossover formula was obtained by combining the renormalization group equation(to the rst nontrivial order in epsilon)
with the direct d=3 computation of the perturbative expansion( to the second
order in the two coupling constants) obtained from double inverse Laplace transform.
The second chapter of my dissertation is about the translocation phenomena.
Translocation is a phenomena of threading a polymer through narrow pores and/or
channels. This is very promising technique to measure the molecular weight of
every individual polymer in the solution. Indeed, the polymer chain threading
through the pore blocks the ow of electric current that also ows through the
pore. By the duration of the current blockade the length of polymer chain can be
obtained.
Unfortunately, there are a number of problems this approach encounters. One
of them is that the only so far practically obtainable nanometer-size pore is the
alpha hemolysine one which has a complicated internal layout- a spherical(more or
less) vestibule. This nasty feature makes current blockade vs time data harder to
interpret. There is a way to bypass this problem. Recently a number of research
groups began to modify the pore via the directed mutagenesis to reduce the time

vii

the chain spends in the vestibule.
In my work I theoretically investigated translocation of the polyelectrolyte
chain through a spherical cavity with tunable charge. The results provide some
guidelines on how to reduce the inuence of the vestibule on the translocation
time if we are to modify the chain in addition to the decorating the pore with
charges. This work includes a number of interesting techniques. The self consistent eld theory gives a nonlinear Schroedinger equation coupled with nonlinear
Poisson-Boltzmann equation in a spherical cavity. These equations are then solved
numerically via a nite dierence schemes.
Lets point out possible extensions of this work. The SCFT technique is a
primary computational tool for polyelectrolyte brushes and melts. This is what
is needed for 'static' colloidal stabilization [1] and mesophase separation problems
[2, 3]. Also, those things, when combined with hydrodynamics [4], can be useful
for the rapidly developing technology of pore gating [5], brush ltration [6] and
brush lubrication [7], just to name a few.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Characterization of polyelectrolytes
Polyelectrolytes are macromolecules having many ionizable groups. In solution
they are dissociated into polyvalent macroions (polyions) and a large number of
small ions of opposite charge (counter ions). The high charge of the macroion
produces a strong electric eld which attracts these counterions. This strong electric interaction between the polyvalent macroion and counter ions is a source of
the characteristic properties of polyelectrolytes. The activity coecient of counter
ions is very low even at low concentrations of polyelectrolytes, and the dielectric
constant of polyelectrolyte solutions is extremely large.
The electrical eect of the highly charged macroion is expected to be screened
when an increasing concentration of small ions is introduced, e.g. by the addition of simple electrolytes. In the past people believed [8] that experiments lead
to the existence of a simple empirical law which describes the thermodynamic
and transference properties of polyelectrolyte  simple electrolytes mixtures as a
superposition of the contributions of ions from polyelectrolyte and the simple electrolytes. This result was also attributable to the characteristic interaction between
the polyvalent macroion and small ions. Today, however, we know that this law is
more or less valid only for rod-like polyelectrolytes[9].
As in the case of nonelectrolytic macromolecules, the morphology of polyvalent
macroions is one of the central problems of polyelectrolytes. Most of the macroions
are long exible chains having a large extension in solution. Their size and shape
depend on the charge and the interaction with counter ions. With increasing
charge, the exible chain changes its shape from a contracted random coil to a
fully extended one. This correlation between the shape or the conformation and the
electric state is another source of the characteristic properties of polyelectrolytes.
Some of the macroions can form regular structures, for example, helical ones, by
1

specic intrachain and/or iterchain binding. In this case, the idea of the discrete
states of macroions is introduced and the transition between them can be analyzed
as another example of the morphology of polyelectrolytes.
The coupling between the conformation and the electric state at the molecular level is organized into typical systems of energy transformation or information
transduction when polyelectrolytes make higher order structures. The polyelectrolyte gel, as is well known, can be a transformer of chemical energy to mechanical
work.
The eect of interactions among ionized groups, counter ions, and solvent
molecules is amplied by the high charge density of the macroion. A small difference in the interaction may have great inuence on the properties of polyelectrolytes. Therefore, polyelectrolytes are most sensitive to structure and environment. The complete selective binding of polyvalent counter ions by the macroion
and the sensitive insolubilization of the macroion by specic small ions are examples of the result of such amplication. The analysis of structure- and envirosensitive properties this standpoint is a method of approaching the complicated
problem of the origin of polyelectrolyte specicity.
Systematic studies of synthetic polyelectrolytes, whose chemical structures are
well dened through their controlled construction from repeating units, have been
made. A simplied model, a exible chain with many charges, is in most cases an
appropriate base for the theoretical interpretation of properties common to various
polyelectrolytes.
The rst objective of this work is to obtain a crossover formula for the second
virial coecient of the dilute polyelectrolyte solution by using a simplied model
combined with renormalization group approach. It is intended here to treat the
electrostatics and morphology of polyelectrolytes systematically. A consistent picture of the polyelectrolyte second virial coecient dependence on length, charge
density, salt concentration and hydrophobicity will be obtained. Limited reference
to experimental and theoretical results obtained with dierent polyelectrolytes by
various researchers will be made only to facilitate this objective.
Another somewhat unexpected application of this simple model of polyelectrolytes comes from so called translocation phenomena [11]. Translocation is a
process of threading of polymer through holes and pores. At rst glance it seems
that this is a dynamics problem and the simple static polyelectrolyte model mentioned above is inadequate for this task. Fortunately, this problem can be approximately reduce to a static one [11] and thus described by the simple model. The
idea is that the translocation process can be described as a random walk process
of certain variable through a free energy landscape. The variable is the number
of polymer segments already translocated through the hole and the free energy is
the static polyelectrolyte free energy. The other aim of this work is to obtain the
2

qualitative dependence of free energy barrier on the charge of the constriction ring
of α-hemolysine pore. We obtain the dependence of the barrier on the charge density of the chain, charge on the pore, salt concentration and dielectric mismatch
of the cavity.

1.2 Chemical structure
Several examples of the chemical structures of the simplest polyelectrolytes are
given in (Figure 1). The rst of these, polyvinyl sulfonic acid, is shown to be completely dissociated into macroions having many negative charges and hydrogen ions
when dissolved in water. In the second example, polyacrylic acid, a macromolecule
most frequently used in experimental investigations of polyelectrolytes, the degree
of dissociation of the carboxyl groups is small in pure water. On the addition of
alkali, e.g., sodium hydroxide, carboxyl groups are dissociated and the macroion
gains an increasing number of negative charges, producing sodium counter ions.
The number of dissociated groups or charges depends on the amount of added
alkali and is reected in the pH value of the solution. Accordingly, the chemical structure of the macroion in the solution may be expressed as a copolymer of
monomers having COOH groups and COO− groups. At a given pH value and
concentration of macroions, only the average proportion of these groups is determined and the solution is a mixture of macroions that have dierent distributions
of two thermally uctuating groups. When alkali equimolar to the acidic groups
is added, the sodium polyacrylate macroions in the resulting solution are almost
fully dissociated
The third example in (Figure 1) is a copolymer of two kinds of monomers,
vinyl alcohol and acrylic acid. The latter monomer is charged by the addition of a
sucient amount of alkali. The number of charges per macroion is regulated by the
ratio of the two kinds of monomer in the copolymer. In this case the distribution of
charged groups in each copolymer is determined by its original chemical structure.
The stereoregularity coming from the arrangement of neighboring monomers
is also a factor in polyelectrolytes; e.g., in the case of polymethacrylic acid, isotactic, syndiotactic. and atactic polyacids are distinguished by their structure and
properties.
The fourth example of chemical structure presented in (Figure 1) is the polybase, polyvinyl-N-n-butylpyridiniumhydroxide , which is positively charged by the
addition of acid.
The next two examples in (Figure 1) are the polypeptides, polyglutamic acid
and polylysine. They contain optically active carbon and can be composed of two
kinds of monomer, l-amino acid and d-amino acid. As a consequence, poly-l-amino
acid must be distinguished from the copolymer poly-d-l-amino acid. Proteins are
3

generally copolymers of various kinds of l-amino acids. They have both positive
and negative charges on side chains.
The last example in (Figure 1) presents the chemical structure of a natural
polyelectrolyte, deoxyribonucleic acid(DNA), a polynucleotyde in which the main
chain is formed from the repetition of a denite unit and each side chain has one
of four kinds of base.
The degree of polymerization, i.e., the number of monomers in a polyelectrolyte molecule, is usually 102 to 104 but may be more. In some cases the degree
of polymerization is continuously controlled from the monomer limit to almost
innity. With synthetic polyelectrolytes, however, it is almost impossible to obtain a solution of polyelectrolyte in which all macroions have the same degree of
polymerization and the same chemical structure. On the other hand, with natural
polyelectrolytes, such as puried protein, all solute macroions may have the same
chemical structure.
The length of each monomer along the chain is about 2.5 A in the rst example
of (Figure 1). Since the radius of each atom in the main chain is of the order of 1A,
the main chain is apparently a exible cylinder as shown in (Figure 1) for models
of polyacrylic acid and DNA. When the side chain of ionizable groups is short,
the macroion looks like a cylinder having many charges on its surface. When it is
long, the macroion looks like a cylinder having short branches from the surface,
the ends of which are charged.
In our work we will deal with the polymer called Sodium Polystyrene Sulfonate(NaPSS, its full name is Poly(4-vynilbenzensulfonate metal salt)), a sodium
salt of polystyrene sulfonic acid. In addition to the sulfonation of polystyrene,
NaPSS may also be obtained by polymerization of sodium styrene sulfonate.
NaPSS is a strong polyelectrolyte with sodium ion dissociating from benzensulfonic group. The amount of sulfonic groups may be increased with additional
sulfonation of polystyrene. One should keep in mind, however, that not all of the
counterions actually dissociate-ones the average distance between the holes on the
backbone reaches the Bjerrum length, further dissociation doesnt happen(Manning
limit). Also notice extremely high exibility of NaPSS-its monomer size is 3A and
persistence length is less then 1nm! Finally it is good to know that NaPSS is
readily soluble in water but not in high alcohols. This, in turn, limits the kind of
solvent we may use to verify the prediction of this work experimentally.

1.3 Physical model
The exibility of the macroion comes from the freedom of the internal rotation
of bonds in the main chain. In the rst example of (Figure 1) each bond, as
is well known, can rotate around the neighboring bond, keeping the bond angle
4

constant. The intrinsic free energy of the rotation is a function of the relative
position of three neighboring bonds. Usually there are three energy minima, one
at the trans (T) position and two at the gauche (G) positions. The dierence
in energy between the trans position, corresponding to the stretched form of the
chain, and the gauche positions, corresponding to the contracted form, is a most
important factor on determining the exibility of the chain (Figure 2).
In polypeptides the four neighboring atoms along the main chain must lie in
the same plane. Rotation is possible only around the two kinds of bonds. The
polypeptides are regarded as a series of planes linearly connected with two freedoms
of rotation.
The macroion as a exible chain thus has an extremely large number of possible
conformations that are specied by a series of variables designating the rotation
angles of neighboring bonds. The free energy of each conformation is determined
not only by the intrinsic free energy of the rotation but also by interactions among
side chains, main chains, and solvent molecules or ions. The conformation of such a
chain has two classications, random coil and helix. In the random coil the series of
rotation angles of successive bonds specifying the conformation has no long range
regularity, i.e., there is no regular repetition of a certain angle or angles. The mean
square of the end-to-end distance of the chain is proportional to the number of
monomers if the number is suciently large, independent of the exibility of the
chain. In the helix, the series of rotation angles has a long range regularity; there
is a repetition of an angle or angles. The mean end-to-end distance is directly
proportional to the number of monomers.
In the case of the random coil, there are usually a number of conformations
having equal or approximately equal free energies. Each chain assumes these conformations from time to time. The two kinds of conformations, random coil and
helix, are illustrated in (Figure 3a, b, and c). The coil in (Figure 3a) is only one of
the many equally possible conformations. The rapid transformation among these
conformations is an essential property of the random coil. The number of equally
possible conformations and the rate of the transformation are determined by the
structure of the chain and the environmental condition.
The random coil conformation does not necessarily refer to a spherically contracted state of the chain. Extended and contracted states t in the random coil
category if there are no regularly repeated structures. Actually charged macroions
can assume various random coil conformations over a wide range of extension,
depending on the charge and the environment. At extremely high charges they
may take a rodlike or cylindrical conformation. At low charge or in the absence of
charge, they take a spherical conformation. The spherical random coil can have a
wide range of the apparent radius. For example, polyacrylic acid, whose degree of
polymerization is 1000, takes a spherical random coil form with a radius of about
5

200 A at low pH. With increasing pH, the macroion extends rst spherically and
then becomes rodlike. its eventual length is 2500A in its most stretched form. The
average local curvature of the chain decreases gradually, as shown in (Figure 3d).
In this work we will deal with coil conformations only. NaPSS at high salt concentrations, say cs ∼ 0.1M , and a long enough chain(say Np > 100 monomers) is
in spherical conformation. As the salt concentration decreases, however, the chain
extends, but, for our case, still remains spherical. It is only for extremely short
chains( say 10-20 monomers) that NAPSS may become rodlike at low enough(say,
cs < 0.005M ) salt concentrations.

1.4 Electrical potential around the macroion
Lets consider a macroion in the spherical random coil conformation. Many discrete
charges are distributed on the macroion as shown in (Figure 4a). Each of them is
the source of an electric eld. The resultant eld in and around the macroion is
given by the superposition of contributions from these charges, if the contribution
from counterions is neglected.
The prole of the potential along a line passing through a macroion as shown
in (Figure 4b). At a point where the line passes a charge, the potential curve has
a deep and sharp hole. The potential curve in and near the region occupied by the
random coil has the form of a trough as a result of the superposition of many such
poles. The slope of the curve in the trough is rather gradual. Beyond the region
occupied by the random coil there is a sharp rise of the potential. the potential
prole is well represented by a trough with many holes.
The potential prole of an extended rodlike macroion of Figure 4c is shown
in (Figure 4d). Along a line parallel to the rod , the potential takes the form of
trough with sharp holes; along a line perpendicular to the rod it has a deep valley
at the position of the rod.
Let us suppose that a random coil occupies a spherical volume v of radius a.
If n ionized groups of the charge e0 are uniformly distributed in this volume, the
potential drop at the edge is given by ne0 /0 a, where 0 is the dielectric constant
of the solvent [10]. The ratio of the potential energy of a charge +e0 at the edge
to the kinetic energy kT is ne20 /0 akT . If the fully neutralized polyacrylic acid ion
with a degree of polymerization of 1000, the length of which is about 2500 A in
the most stretched state, is made into a sphere with a radius of 200 A, the value of
the above ratio is of the order of 35 in water at room temperature. Many counter
ions are consequently forced to enter into the spherical region of the potential
trough. As counter ions enter into the sphere, the potential drop is decreased by
the cancellation of the charge. However, even with 90 percent of the counter ions
in the sphere and 10 percent of the charge remaining uncanceled, the potential
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drop is still larger than the kinetic energy, the value of the ratio being about 3.5.
The number of counter ions in the central region of the spherical trough is larger
than the number at the peripheral region. The base of the potential trough thus
becomes atter and the potential drop at the edge becomes better dened when the
presence of counter ions is taken into account.led, the potential drop is still larger
than the kinetic energy, the value of the ratio being about 3.5. The number of
counter ions in the central region of the spherical trough is larger than the number
at the peripheral region. The base of the potential trough thus becomes atter
and the potential drop at the edge becomes better dened when the presence of
counter ions is taken into account.
A similar examination can be made of the rodlike macroion. If n charged
groups uniformly distributed on a rod of length l and radius a, the potential drop
from the distance R to the surface a of the rod is given by 2(ne0 /0 l)ln(R/a), if
l > R >> a. The ratio of the potential energy to the kinetic energy is equal to
2(ne20 /0 kT l)ln(R/a). If n = 1000, l = 2500A, and R/a = 100, this ratio is about
26 in water at room temperature. Most of the counter ions must be bound to the
rod.
For a macroion in the coiled conformation, the most realistic features of the
potential which is derived from the model are as follows. Each charged group
makes a sharp and deep potential hole at its position. Each linear part of the chain
makes a sharp and deep potential valley along its length, as shown in (Figure 5).
The coiled chain as a whole makes a spherical potential trough in its apparent
volume. The whole volume of the solution is divided into four potential regions;
holes at charged groups, the cylindrical valley along the chain of the macroion, the
spherical trough in the apparent volume occupied by the macroion, and the region
outside the macroion. A macroion in the extended conformation has no spherical
potential trough.
Counter ions are distributed in these four regions. Counterions in the rst three
regions can be dened as bound to the macroion. However, they are mobile in the
cylindrical potential valley and in the spherical potential trough. When trapped
by the sharp potential holes, they are localized at charged groups, forming ion
pairs. The binding of counter ions to the macroion may be classied as localized
and mobile as shown in (Figure 5).
If the assembly of charged groups and counter ions in the potential valley or
trough is regarded as a closed system of an electrolyte solution,the relation between
the two kinds of bound counter ions, localized and mobile, is analogous to that
between free ions and ion pairs in simple electrolyte solutions. In the case of n
charged groups uniformly distributed in a spherical volume v, the concentration
of charged groups is given by n /v which, in the previous numerical example, is
equal to 0.06 mole/liter. At this concentration the degree of ion pair formation,
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i.e., localized binding, is small in the case of strongly dissociative groups. In the
potential valley along the chain, however, the concentration of counter ions is much
higher than the above value, 0.06 mole/liter, for the uniform spherical distribution.
Some of counter ions in the potential valley are then localized at holes.
For our problem we used a simplied version of these classication. We divide
the counterions the way it is done in [9]- just free and absorbed ones. These means
that the counterions belonging to groups (1) and (2) are counted as 'absorbed'
and those belonging to groups (3) and (4) are counted as 'free'. Two segments
of exible polymer chain A and B interacting as e20 fA fB /0 RAB where fA,B are
fractions of total amount of counterions that is 'absorbed' on the segments A,B.
Also notice that the counterions marked 'free' in our description together with salt
ions screen that eective Coulomb potential. We hope to address the attraction
caused by uctuations in another paper.
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CHAPTER 2
SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT
OF FLEXIBLE CHAINS
INTERACTING WITH
DEBUE-HUCKEL REPULSIVE
POTENTIAL
We obtained a crossover formula for the second virial coecient of the dilute polyelectrolyte solution at high to medium salt concentration and arbitrary polymer
length. Our result is based on the polyelectrolyte renormalization group approach
of K. Freed and M.G. Bawendy combined with the direct d=3 treatment of M.
Muthukumar with some ideas from D. Eldereld. The formula correctly describes
both perturbative and asymptotic regimes of very long polyelectrolyte chains and
the experimentally observed salt concentration dependence for high and medium
salt concentrations.

2.1 Introduction
Static properties of exible polyelectrolyte chains in a dilute solution are actually a
very complex subject to investigate [12]. The major points of interest here are the
size(radius of gyration), rigidity, eective degree of ionization, dependence of all
that on the salt concentration and chain-chain interactions. In particular, crossover
behavior of the single chain and chain-chain interactions as the salt concentration
changes from high to low is of great interest for the community[9, 12].
There are three ways to investigate the crossover for an isolated polyelectrolyte
chain. Firstly, variational approach [9] is a very eective tool for the job, pro9

vided the meaneld level is sucient for it. Secondly, the renormalization group
approach [13, 15] and polymer-magnet analogy [17, 16], although very cumbersome, give the crossover behavior. Finally, direct renormalization group approach,
which was successfully applied a while ago for neutral chains [21, 20], is simpler
and also answers the same question, but has not so far been implemented for polyelectrolytes. The situation is even worser if one is to investigate the inuence of
the crossover on chain-chain interaction(second virial coecient). In this case the
variational tool doesnt really work on its own since the 'ideal' problem here is ideal
chains that dont interact with each other at all.
What are the practical application of this class of problems? At rst glance
it may seem that the usefulness of this problem is very little. Indeed most of the
experiments are done at high salt(cs > 0.1M )[22]. Also we know that the physiological salt concentration is 0.15M . However, recently the polymer community
began to need more and more accurate data of polyelectrolyte with relatively low
molecular weight(around 200 monomers). For example, this is of great importance
for polymer-solid state nanopore translocation process where we need to know the
actual ratio of the radius of gyration of the chain in the solution to the diameter
of the pore(say within 30 percent accuracy). There is however, an experimental
problem here.
The most common tool to measure the radius of gyration of a polymer chain(Rg )
in a dilute solution is static light scattering(SLS). The plot of the inverse intensity
vs scattering angle and polymer concentration is drawn(Zimm plot), then extrapolated to zero polymer concentration and the slope of it vs the angle is interpreted
as the radius of gyration. But how to do this accurately if the light wavelength is
so much greater then the radius of gyration that the slope is practically zero?
To address this question, D. Hoagland(UMASS) and W. Reed(Tourine) proposed to measure the radius of gyration of short polymers via the second virial
coecient(A2 ) which is easy to obtain even for very short polymers: as we know
A2 ∝ Rg3 . It is here where we really need all that prefactors between A2 and Rg ,
corrections to scaling when the chain is not far too long and so forth.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the theory part we do the perturbative
expansion of the second virial coecient, then introduce the renormalization group
theory of Freed and Bawendy and nally obtain the crossover behavior by embedding the integrals of motion into the perturbative expansion. In the Appendix
A we derive the direct d=3 expression for the second virial coecient(in reciprocal length). In Appendix B we present a double Laplace transform technique to
actually obtain the A2 expression.
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2.2 Theory
2.2.1 Introduction to renormalization group:

φ4

example

To show how renormalization group(RG) works we will work out an example of
massless φ4 theory from [45]. The approach of FB essentially follows this line and
adapts it for linear polymer chains. The hamiltonian of the massless φ4 theory is
R
H[φ]/kT = 1/2 dx[(∇φ)2 + ν 2 φ2 +

(2.1)

2λ 4
φ]
4!

where λ is a bare coupling constant and ν is a bare mass that needs to be adjusted
to obtain zero renormalized mass. The critical dimension of this hamiltonian is
d=4 and  = 4 − d.
Our goal in this tutorial is to show how to obtain a nonperturbative expression
for a pair correlation function G2 (k1 , k2 ) out of perturbative one. We will not
elaborate details like how to do the perturbative expansion, generating functionals
and how to formulate the theory in terms of 1PI graphs and vertex functions. The
simplest and most widely used algorithm of RG is as follows:
1. Formal perturbation expansion
2.  expansion of the perturbative expansion that will produce terms like
ln(k/κ)

3. Regularization in a minimal subtraction(MS) way
4. Obtaining the multiplicative renormalization constants in MS way
5. Reexponentiation of the perturbative series of logarithms to powers using
the RG equation.
To obtain a formal perturbative expansion of the pair correlation function we
need to renormalize the two point vertex function Γ2 (k) = [G2c (k)]−1 where the
connected two point correlation function G2c (k1 , k2 ) = G2 (k1 , k2 ) − G1 (k1 )G1 (k2 )
which means the 'nontrivial' part of the two point correlation function. Also there
−1
is an identity G2c (k) = [G−1
0 (k) − Σ(k)] .
The perturbative expansion of the self energy is
Γ2 (k) = k 2 + ν 2 − Σ(k) = k 2 + ν 2 + λ2 (a) −

λ2
(b)
4

−

λ2
(c)
6

+ O(λ3 )

(2.2)

where the diagrams for (a),(b) and (c) are given on Figure 6. Lets stress that only
1PI diagrams contribute to the expression 2.2.
Notice that MS scheme automatically takes care of the renormalization condition Γ2 (k = 0, λ) = 0 in the massless limit [45],9.6. Consider, for example, the (a)
integral regularized that way :
(a) =

R

ν→0

1
d/2 Γ(1−d/2)
dd k k2 +ν
(2ν 2 )d/2−1 → 0
2 = π
Γ(1)
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(2.3)

and so we can take the bare mass ν = 0 right away. On the other hand the integral
(c) of the sunset diagram(for ν = 0) is
(c) =

R

dd q1 dd q2 q2 q2 (~k+1q~ +q~ )2 =
1

1 2

2

(2.4)

2

− k8 [1 + 1/4 − 2L3 (k)]

where L3 (k) = 01 dy(1 − y)ln(y(1 − y)k2 ) = −1 + ln(k). Now we need to do MS
regularization.
First of all, we take the expression 2.4 with k → k/κ. We introduce new
dimensionless variable u0 = λκ− and expand it in terms of renormalized variable
u and multiplicative renormalization constant
R

The meaning of Zφ is

P
i
u0 = u(1 +
P i=1 ai )()u
i
Zφ = 1 + i=1 bi ()u

(2.5)

Zφ Γ2 (~k, u0 , κ) = Γ2R (~k, u, κ)
Zφ2 Γ4 (~k, u0 , κ) = Γ4R (~k, u, κ)

(2.6)

where Γ4 (~k, u0 , κ) is a four point vertex. These coecients ai , bi are chosen in such
a way as to cancel those terms that are singular in . Computation given in [45]9.6
gives a1 = 3/2, b1 = 0, b2 = −3/144 and the total MS regularized 2 point vertex
function is
(2.7)
Next, instead of the regularized coupling constant u we introduce a renormalized
coupling constant u(ρ) according to the equation
Γ2R (~k, u, κ) = k 2 [1 −

u2
(9/4
48

+ 2ln(k/κ))]

ρ du(ρ)
= β(u(ρ))
dρ
u(ρ = 1) = u

(2.8)

where β(u) = −(∂u0 /∂u)−1 = −u( − 3/2u). Also we need a so called anomalous
dimension γφ :
γφ (u) = β(u)

∂Zφ
∂u

=

(2.9)

1 2
u
24

The nonperturbative expression for Γ2 is
Γ2R (k, u, κ) = k 2 exp(−

R k/κ
1

γφ (u(x))dx/x)Γ2R (k = 1, u(k/κ), κ = 1)

(2.10)

It is based on the fact that the theory shouldnt depend on the renormalization
scale κ. So with β and γφ substituted,
Γ2R (k, u, κ) = k 2 exp(−

R k/κ
1

1
u(x)2 dx/x)[1
24

12

−

u2 (k/κ)
9/8]
48

(2.11)

As ρ = k/κ → 0, u(ρ) → u∗ , γφ → γφ∗ then the exponent becomes Ck−γφ and
thus the logarithm in 2.7 get reexponentiated. It is this how we get the anomalous
dimension of Γ2 .
Lets check that the expression 2.11 gives the right perturbative limit 2.7. For
this to do lets solve 2.8 in the limit of small betas. The result is u(ρ) = uρ− .
Now, lets take the integral in the exponent of 2.11. It is
∗

exp[−

Rρ

1
(ux− )2 dx/x]
1 24

2

log(ρ)
u
= exp[ 48
( ρ12 − 1)] ≈ exp[ −u 24
]≈1−
2

−u2 log(ρ)
24

(2.12)
Thus we get the correct perturbative expansion. We now turn to the application
of this idea to a linear polymer chain done by K. Freed and M. Bawendy.

2.2.2 Regularization for the neutral polymer chain
To illustrate how the procedure of FB works, lets consider a simpler case of the
neutral polymer chain [14]. We have the neutral hamiltonain
H[R(s)]/kT =

R N0
0

ds 2l3 ( dR(s)
)2 + 12 v0
ds

R N0
0

ds

R N0
0

ds0 δ(R(s) − R(s0 )

(2.13)

The approach is roughly the same as one from [45] for φ4 theory briey shown
above. We need to renormalize the polymer length N = Z2 N0 and so the conjugate
Laplace variable changes E0 = Z2 E . Also we need to renormalize the propagator
itself: GB (k, N0 , v10 ) = ZG(k, N, v). The actual formulas are:
GB (k, N0 , v0 ) =

1
2πi

R

exp(N0 E0 )
dE0 k2 +E
=
0 +Σ(k,E0 )

Z2
2πi

R

E)
dE k2 +Zexp(N
2 E+Σ(k,Z2 E)

(2.14)

Accordingly for G(k, N, v) we have
G(k, N, v) =

1
2πi

R

exp(N E)
dE ZZ −1 k2 +ZE+ZZ
−1
Σ(k,Z
2

2

2 E)

(2.15)

Just as we did in the case of φ4 theory, the renormalization prefactors
P
i
Z̃ = ZZ2−1
=
1
+
i=1 ai u
P
Z = 1 + Pi=1 bi ui
Z2 = 1 + i=1 P
di ui
u0
Zu = u = 1 + i=1 fi ui

(2.16)

We will do the MS regularization for the leading order of the Z's. For the leading
order of Σ we have
1
Σ1 = v0 2π

d

R

d/2

1
dd k k2 +E
= v0 π2π

13

Γ(1−d/2) d/2−1
E
Γ(1)

(2.17)

Now, lets multiply and divide the expression by L/2 and recall that u0 = v0 L−/2 .
The resulting expression can be -expanded to yield
Σ1 = − 2u0 E + u0 E[ln(EL/2π) − ψ(2)]

(2.18)

Finally, we need the expression
Z̃k 2 + ZE + Z̃Σ(k, Z2 E) =
(1 + a1 u)k 2 + (1 + b1 u)E + (1 + a1 u)Eu0 [−2/ + ln(EL/2π) − ψ(2)]

(2.19)

to be free of  poles. This immediately gives a1 = 0, b1 = 2/, u0 = u + O(u2 ).
Higher order terms can be obtained by higher order expansion in the coupling
constant. Lets generalize this on the case of two charged chains.

2.2.3 Path integral formulation for the second virial coecient
This approach follows the steps outlined in the previous subsection. We start with
the Edwards Hamiltonian where the segment-segment interactions are separated
into long range and short range parts.
R N0 R N0 0 e−κ|R(s)−R(s0 )|
RN
00
ds 0 ds |R(s)−R(s0 )| +
)2 + 21 v20
H[R(s)]/kT = 0 0 ds 2l3 ( dR(s)
ds
0
R
R
N
N
0
1 0
ds 0 0 ds0 δ(R(s) − R(s0 )
v
2 10 0

(2.20)

0
00
is
where v10
is the strength of the short range interaction potential, v20
= b24πq
0 kT
strength of the long range interaction potential, κ is the DH parameter, q = e0 -unit
charge, b-the distance between charges, l-the Kuhn length of the segment, N0 -'bare'
0
2
0
00
polymer length(in nanometers). Lets denote VLR (q) = qv220+κκ 2 , where v20
= v20
/κ2
0
2
0
δ(R) as it is done in [13].
then VLR (R) = v20 κ exp(−Rκ)
, and nally VSR (R) = v10
R
d/2 0
Lets also introduce the variables vi0 = (d/l) vi0 and ui0 = vi0 L/2 /(2π)2 where L
is some arbitrary length scale(see below).
A couple of important comments are in order here. Firstly, the approach of
Freed and Bawendy is designed to be eective in a region where κb > 1 and above
Manning condensation limit(no condensation). This is of a considerable practical
limitation. Indeed, for NaPSS, it limits the the salt concentration for cs > 0.1M ,
for dsDNA this means cs > 1M . Newertheless, we have to extrapolate this results
to intermediate salt concentrations.
Secondly, introduction of a cut-o length scale , as it is done in FB, is unnecessary for our simplied approach. Indeed, the direct d=3 computation of the
second virial coecient doesnt need any cut-os. We turn now to the actual RG
scheme of FB.
2
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Our task is to compute the second virial coecient of the chain described by
this Hamiltonian. According to [21],
 R
R
R
0
0
0
A2 = −0.5 ∗ D[r] D[r0 ]F ([r], N )F ([r0 ], N 0 ) e− dsds VLR (R(s)−R(s ))−VSR (R(s)−R(s ))
−1 /G(0, N )G(0, N 0 )

(2.21)

where F ([r],RN0 ) = e−H[r]/kT ,
G(q, N0 ) =

d3 Re−i~qR G(R, N0 ), G(0, N0 ) = G(q = 0, N0 ). Also lets introduce our
~

Laplace transform
notation:
R
G(q, E0 ) =

∞
0

dLe−E0 N0 G(q, N0 ), G(R, E0 ) =

R∞
0

dLe−E0 N0 G(R, N0 ).

Although the original approach of FB deals at rst with bare length N0 and
the coupling constants v10 , v20 , we do it dierently here. In out approach we use
already renormalized values of the length N → N0 and then use the direct d=3
perturbation expansion in powers of v10 ,v20 . The diagrams that come of this are
drawn on Figure 8. As it is stated in des Cloizeaux [20], this will be the only
nonvanishing contributions to the perturbative expansion. As it is shown in the
Appendix A, the perturbation series obtained in d=3 without -expansion is



= N 3/2 12 Zn + Ze − a1 Zn2 − fen (t)Zn Ze − fee (t)Ze2 + ...
(2.22)
q
q
q
q
(2π)2
(2π)2
N
N
N
0
0
where Zn = v1 l3 = dd/2 u1 L ,Ze = v2 l3 = dd/2 u2 NL ,t = N lκ2 /6, fen (t),fen (t)
A2
l3/2

are some functions of t and a is a constant which are computed in the Appendix
B,C. Their expressions appear to be
√
3 3/2 32
a = ( 2π
) 15 (−4 2 +√7)
3 3/2 32
fee (t) = ( 2π
) [ 15 (−4 2 + 7) − 6 √1t + O( 1t )]
√
3 3/2 32
fen (t) = ( 2π
) [ 15 [−4 2 + 7] − 8 √1t + O( 1t )]

(2.23)

We regroup this series the following way.
A2
= N 3/2 21
l3/2
Zn
3/2 1
N 2 1+aZ
n



Zn (1 − aZn ) + Ze (1 − fee (t)Ze − fen (t)Zn ) + ... ≈
+ 1+fee (t)ZZee+fen (t)Zn

(2.24)

To see how to transform this in the case of nonperturbative values of the coupling
constants we need to recall the renormalization group technique of FB[13].

2.2.4 Wilson functions and the renormalization group equation for charged chains
First of all, we introduce a coarse graining(macro scopic!) length scale L and redeL/2
L/2
0
ne the coupling constants: u10 = v10
and u20 = v20
where v10 = ( dl )d/2 v10
,
(2π)2
(2π)2
15

0
. This is essential to make our coupling constants dimensionless and
v20 = ( dl )d/2 v20

to be able to remove the singularity. This length scale has the following meaning: the coarse graining length size corresponding to blob size, which varies with
temperature and solvent quality.
Next, we have to establish how we renormalize bare quantities like partition function and the propagators. Let N, ui be the renormalized length and
coupling constants that have the following relations with the bare ones: N =
ZN N0 ,Rui0 = Zi ui . For the total bare partition and the bare propagator we have:
QB = drGB (r, N0 ) and the renormalization factor QB = ZG Q. For this particular calculation we need only ZN , Z1 and Z2 . Dont confuse these things with the
parameters Ze and Zn above!
The theory of Freed and Bawendy says:
ZG = 1 + (2/)u1 ,
ZN = 1 + (2/)u1 ,

u10 = u1 [1 + (8/)u1 ]
u20 = u2 [1 + (4/)u1 ]

(2.25)

We now turn to the renormalization group analysis to enable the extension of
our calculations to  → 1. Because all the renormalization constants, except Z2 ,
depend only on u1 , the renormalization group equations must produce a form very
similar to that for the uncharged polymer. The bare and renormalized functional
forms for A2 are written in terms of their respective variables as
A2
= A(N, u1 , u2 , L, κ2 , ) = AB (Z2−1 N, Zu1 u1 , Zu2 u2 , κ2 , )
l3/2

(2.26)

where the function A is to be determined below while the actual expression for AB
is not really needed in this calculation because we identify N and u's (by hand!)
in the perturbative expansion with their renormalized values the same way it is
done in Eldereld[16].
Lets, however, mention how to do this in the regular approach of FB[13]. First
of all the perturbative expression (2.22) must be computed in terms of the bare
lengths and coupling constants. Secondly, the integrals in that formula must be
computed in the form such that the poles in  be isolated-t'Hooft-Veltman regularization. Finally the coecients in the expressions (2.25) are chosen in such a
way that the poles in  get canceled in the nal expression of A(N, u1 , u2 , L, κ, )
so that it is nite as  → 0. The resulting expression will contain log(N/L) terms
similar to that of 2.7. Finally, the logarithm are reexponentiated via a formula
similar to that of 2.11.
In this work, however, we do the perturbative expansion dierently - right
away in terms of the renormalized quantities and avoid the epsilon expansion and
log(N/L) terms while the reexponentiated expression looks similar to one of FB.
Lets now turn to the renormalization group equation.
16

∂
|N0 ,v10 ,v20 to
Since the bare function AB is independent of L, application of L ∂L
∂
AB yields zero. Use of equations 2.25 in L ∂L |N0 ,v10 ,v20 AB produces the renormalization group equation




∂
∂
∂
∂
L
+ β1 (u1 )
+ β2 (u1 , u2 )
+ γ(u1 )N
A=0
∂L
∂u1
∂u2
∂N

(2.27)

where to order  we have
1
β1 (u1 ) = L ∂u
= 2 u1 (1 − 8 u1 )
∂L
2
= 2 u2 (1 − 4 u1 )
β2 (u1 , u2 ) = L ∂u
∂L
∂lnZN
γ(u1 ) = L ∂L = u1

(2.28)

The xed points (u∗1 , u∗2 ) are easily found by setting β1 = β2 = 0 to give
u∗1 = u∗2 = 0
u∗1 = /8,

(2.29)

u∗2 = 0

corresponding to the Gaussian state and the uncharged polymer excluded volume
xed point, respectively. The stability of this second nontrivial xed point is
analyzed by substituting ui = u∗i + δui into eq. (2.29)and linearizing the result
with respect to δui to yield
βi (u∗1

+

δu1 , u∗2

+ δu2 ) =

2
X
∂βi
i=1

where the matrix

∂βi
=
∂ui



−/2 0
0
/4

∂ui

(2.30)

δui



Because this matrix has a positive eigenvalue, the nontrivial uncharged polymer
xed point is unstable with respect to the electrostatic perturbation. This indicates
that there is no simple scaling behavior with respect to u2 of the type that can
be probed by scaling theories or renormalization analyses geared to the evaluation
of exponents in the asymptotic limit. This is in agreement with the paper of
Kholodenko and Freed [15] and with experimental observations [13].
The solution of the renormalization group equation (2.27) can be constructed
using the method of characteristics. It may be veried by direct substitution that
this solution is
A2
ld/2


= A I1 = Le

−

R u1

dx
β1 (x)
u0
1

−

, I2 = u2 e

R u1
u0
1

dxβ2 (x,u2 )
u2 β1 (x)

, I3 = N e

where the notation Ii stands for 'integrals of motion'.
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−

R u1
u0
1

dxγ(x)
β1 (x)



,

κ2 N l
,
6

(2.31)

Simple dimensional analysis implies that for any arbitrary length scale s > 0,
the function A in eq. (2.31) scales as
s

3/2

A

h

i

2
L
[...], u2 [...], Ns [...], κ 6N l , 
s

(2.32)

Without loss of generality we may set this length scale s as
s = Ne

−

R u1
u0
1

dxγ(x)
β1 (x)

(2.33)

so that the equation (2.32) is converted to a simpler form:
A2
ld/2

= [N e

−

R u1
u0
1

dxγ(x)
β1 (x)

i
h
2
]3/2 A ξ1 , ξ2 , κ 6N l , 

(2.34)

where the functions ξ1 and ξ2 are dened the following way:
ξ1 =
ξ2 =

Ru
−(/2) 01 dx γ−1
β1
N /2
u1
(L) e
R u1 dxβ2
− 0
ξ1 u2 e u1 u2 β1

(2.35)

2
Notice that the expression dxβ
is independent of u2 . We turn now to the question
u2 β1
how to interpret these formulas and tune them to match the perturbation expansion and experimental data. The idea is to use the u1 -linearized expressions (2.35)
for small u1,2 and the exact expressions (2.35) for nonperturbative values of u1,2
while identifying N and u1,2 (N/L)/2 with the actual degree of polymerization and
Z parameters of the usual two component theory and its electrostatic generalization [9]. Although seemingly logical on appearance, this move is questionable(see
below). We however have to do it for the absence of any cost-eective alternative
[19, 16].

2.2.5 Crossover behavior
Lets introduce the variable w =
following form

u1
u∗1 −u1

, then the variables s, ξ1 and ξ2 will take the

2
s = N ( 1+w
)1/4
2
/8
ξ1 = ( NL )/2
p2w( w+1 ) 1
ξ2 = ξ1 u2 2(w + 1) w

(2.36)

Then, we use the relation [19]
1 + w = (1 + ξ1 (1 + ξ1 )/8 )(

18

ξ1
N − 2(1+ξ
1)
)
L

(2.37)

which gives
s = N(

ξ1
N 8(1+ξ
1/4
1) 2
)
(1 + ξ1 (1 + ξ1 )/8 )−1/4
L

(2.38)

We have one more trick to pull out [19]. Lets apply the denition of ξ1 (2.36) to
the expression
N
L

ξ1
 2(1+ξ



= 1 + ξ1 (1 + ξ1 )/8 /(1 + w) =
2
1 + ( NL )/2 2w( w+1
)/8 (1 + ( NL )/2 (...))/8 /(w + 1)
√

N/L>>1
O() 
N /2 1+/8
→ 1+(L) 2
w /(w + 1)
→
1 + 21+/8 u1 ( NL )/2
1)

(2.39)

This was done to ensure that the radius of gyration and the second virial coefcient properly depend on the excluded volume parameter. Indeed, Rg2 ∼ s ∼
N (N/L)/8 u1/4 which is equivalent(in this order in ) to Rg2 ∼ N 6/5 u2/5 . The same
for the second virial coecient: A2 ∼ s3/2 ∼ N 3/2+3/16 u3/8 .
Finally, we have one last step to do: to identify 21+/8 dd/2 /(2π)2 Zn and
23/2+/8 dd/2 /(2π)2 Ze with ξ1 and ξ2 accordingly. Basically the same thing was done
in the paper of Eldereld [16] eq.3.7 for neutral case and we do so for the charged
case as well. As was pointed out in [19], this procedure is questionable. The reason
is that the many body nature of the macroscopically observed
p excluded volume
prevents the rigorous relation between ui (N/L)/2 and z = vi00 N/l3 - the excluded
volume parameter of a two parameter theory. Now it is time to assemble all the
stu of ours together.

2.2.6 Crossover behavior without assumption that
pends on salt concentration

u1

de-

The results obtained in the previous section are in accord with experimental data
only if we assume that u1 ∼ 1/cs . That used to be a common practice in the past
[13]. Recent experimental data [25], however, questions this assumption. So it is
desirable to generalize the technique for this case. We start from the eq. (2.32),
except now we choose the scale s in a dierent way (similarly to that of [15], also
recall that ξ1,2 are dimensionless)
s0 = N

 2(1+ξ1 )
1+w

+

1+ξ
√2
]1/4
1+u2 w+1

(2.40)

We need an analog of eq. (2.37) for this case. For this to do lets focus on the
derivation of eq. (2.37). The denition of ξ1 in eq. (2.36) should be inverted to
obtain the -expansion of w+1 in terms of ξ1 and N/L. The result is 1 + w =
1 + ξ1 − ξ1 /8ln(1 + ξ1 ) − /2ξ1 ln(N/L). Then we group this to get 1 + w =
1
[1 + ξ1 (1 + /8ln(1 + ξ1 ))][1 − 2(ξξ1 +1)
ln(N/L)] and nally reexponentiate to get
eq.(2.37).
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√

Following the same steps for (2.40), we get u2 1 + w = ξ2 − ξ2 /2ln(N/L) +
ξ2 /2ln(1 + w). Then, we regroup them to get [1 + ξ2 (1 + /2ln(1 + w))][1 −
ξ2
ln(N/L)]. Finally we reexponentiate this:
2(1+ξ2 )
ξ2
√
−
1 + u2 1 + w = [1 + ξ2 (1 + w)/2 ](N/L) 2(1+ξ2 )

(2.41)

so that
s0 = N



ξ

1
1+ξ1
N 2(1+ξ1 )
)
(
/8
L
1+ξ1 (1+ξ1 )

+

ξ2
1/4
1+ξ2
2(1+ξ2 )
(N/L)
/2
1+ξ2 (1+w)

(2.42)

where the expression
Lets nd out what happens with the integrals of motion Ii in (2.31). If we
denote argi = Ii /s, then it is easy to see that u1 = f1 (arg1 , arg2 , arg3 ), u2 =
f2 (arg1 , arg2 , arg3 ) and N/L = f3 (arg1 , arg2 , arg3 ) where fi are some functions of
argi . Then we can express our ξ1 , ξ2 in terms of these functions and say that
A2 O(u1 ,u2 ,)
→
l3/2

(2.43)

ξ1
ξ2

1/4
N 3/2 ( NL ) 2(1+ξ1 ) + ( NL ) 2(1+ξ2 )
A(ξ1 , ξ2 , N κ2 l/6, )

or even
A2
l3/2

(2.44)

ξ1
ξ2

1/4
A(Zn , Ze , N κ2 l/6, )
= N 3/2 ( NL ) 2(1+ξ1 ) + ( NL ) 2(1+ξ2 )

for Zn,e can be expressed in terms of fi . In the leading order in ui ,  and
1, we have
ξ1

,ui

ξ2

,ui

p

N/L >>

d/2

d
( NL ) 2(1+ξ1 ) → 1 + ξ1 → 1 + 21+/8 u1 ( NL )/2 = 1 + 21+/8 (2π)
2 Zn
d/2

d
( NL ) 2(1+ξ2 ) → 1 + ξ2 → 1 + 23/2+/2 u2 ( NL )/2 = 1 + 23/2+/2 (2π)
2 Ze

(2.45)

With these things in mind we obtain
A2
l3/2


1/4
dd/2
3/2+/2 dd/2
= N 3/2 1 + 21+/8 (2π)
Z
A(Zn , Ze , N κ2 l/6, )
2 Zn + 1 + 2
(2π)2 e

(2.46)

2.3 Results
We present the results for two dierent situations: the rst one is when u1 depends
on cs as u1 ∼ 1/cs and the second one when this dependence is absent or weak.
Assembling the relations (2.39),(2.32) and (2.24) we obtain the following results
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A2
l3/2


Zn
≈ N 3/2 21 1+aZn +f
+
en (t)Ze 

dd/2
3/8
N 3/2 12 1 + 21+/8 (2π)
2 Zn ]

Ze
1+fen (t)Ze +fee (t)Ze
Zn

1+(a+21+/8

where

dd/2
)Zn
(2π)2



→

+



Ze
1+fee (t)Ze +(fen (t)+21+/8

dd/2
))Zn
(2π)2

(2.47)

√
3 3/2 32
a = ( 2π
) 15 (−4 2 +√7)
3 3/2 32
fee (t) = ( 2π
) [ 15 (−4 2 + 7) − 6 √1t ] + O( 1t )
√
3 3/2 32
) [ 15 [−4 2 + 7] − 8 √1t ] + O( 1t )
fen (t) = ( 2π

(2.48)

It is obvious that it gives correct asymptotic and perturbative expressions.
What remains to be elucidated
is the salt concentration dependence. According to
√
[24] at high salt A2 ∼ 1/ cs while at lower salt concentrations A2 ∼ 1/cs Figure
9. How do we explain this experimental observation?
If we stand on the side of FB[13], then short and long range terms in (2.20)
cant be separated. Also the salt concentration dependence of v10 and v20 must
be: v10 = c + p/κγ and v20 = y/κ2 . The later expression is obvious(by denition)
while for the former K. Freed and M.G. Bawendy put γ = 1 and argumented it
the following way. According to Skolnik-Fixman,if we imagine the segment to be
a charged cylinder, its excluded volume is ∼ 1/κ. There are, however, problems
with this argument.
Obviously, at high salt concentration there is Rg >>> rDH and the only contribution to the salt concentration dependence of A2 ∼ Rg3 may come from the salt
concentration dependence of Rg ∼ 1/cs1/5 since there is no other length scale in
the system. The power 1/5 in this formula was experimentally conrmed in [25]
Figure
10. This is in accord with γ = 2. It is this A2 ∼ 1/c3/5
that is interpreted
s
√
as 1/ cs in older experiments. Thus, if we take γ = 1 for the short range excluded
volume, we would get A2 ∼ 1/c3/10
which is further away from the experimentally
s
observed results. So more realistic explanation seems as follows.
As the salt concentration decreases, however, the relation Rg >>> rDH is no
longer valid and we have to count the DH shell around the polyion as well. Our
formula is well suited for this problem. Assuming fen (t)ξ2 >> 1, then
3/8

u1

3/8

u2

Z2
1+fee (t)Z2
1√

32
(−4
15

3/8

≈ u2

(1 +
2+7)

1
fen (t)

6√

32
(−4
15

3/8

≈ u1

√1
2+7)−6 √1

32
(−4
15

1
√
)
2+7) t

t

≈

(2.49)

and thus we get a term∼ 1/κ3/5+1/2 that is very close to 1/κ2 .
Similar line of thought can be followed to write a crossover formula for the case
when u1 doesnt(or weakly) depend on salt concentration. We use the eq. (2.44)
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and (2.36) in the form
A2
l3/2



Zn
Ze
+
→
≈ N 3/2 12 1+aZn +f
(t)Z
1+f
(t)Z
+f
(t)Z
en
e
en
e
ee

3/8 e
dd/2
1/2+/2 dd/2
N 3/2 12 1 + [2/8 (2π)
Z]
∗
2 Zn + 2
(2π)2 e

Ze
Zn
+
d/2
d/2
d/2
/8 d
1/2+/2 d
1/2+/2 d
1+(a+2

)Zn
(2π)2

1+(fee (t)+2

)Ze +(fen (t)+2
(2π)2

(2.50)


)Zn
(2π)2

where fee (t),fen (t) are those from (2.48).
Notice that that we recover the result from [25] in the asymptotic limit(up to
0 3/8
0
)
that admits negative
+v20
prefactors of order 1 : A2 ∼ Rg3 ∼ N 3/2+3/16 (v10
0
values of v10 that was experimentally observed in [25]. This was the point of
choosing and massaging the elaborate expression (2.40).
This approach has limitations, however. As was experimentally observed in
[24], the ratio A2 /N 2 has a nontrivial behavior as the salt concentration decreases.
Specically, the slope of the ratio changes from N −0.2 to almost horizontal. This
happens when the salt concentration is so low that A2 is primarily dominated by
1/cs behavior which is the chains became strongly elongated. We cant get this
thing here with
this approach. So we have to say that or formula is valid for
√
the A2 ∼ 1/ cs regime and the crossover between the former and the A2 ∼ 1/cs
regime, but not at the fully developed 1/cs regime.

2.4 Conclusion
We obtained a crossover formula of the form A2 = Aexc−vol
(N, u1 , u2 )gA (t) where
2
the excluded volume term is that of short range electrostatic excluded volume and
gA (t) is a prefactor that 'activates' when the relation Rg >> rDH is no longer valid.
This formula correctly describes the asymptotic regime of large N, perturbative
regime of small N and the salt concentration dependence for high and medium salt
concentrations both with and without the assumption that short range coupling
constant depends on salt concentration. Together with a similar formula for the
radius of gyration crossover and a uctuational attraction correction it can provide
a solution to the problem posed in the introduction: to obtain the radius of gyration
out of measured second virial coecient for short polymer chains.

2.5 Appendix A: Perturbative expansion of the second virial coecient
This section is organized the following way:
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~ N ).
1)Single chain propagator via real space variables (R,
2)Perturbation expansion in real space.
~ N ) → (~k, E0 ).
3)Transition to reciprocal space (R,
4)Regularization of the perturbative expansion (~k, E0 ) → (~k, E)
~ N ).
5)Inverse Laplace transform (~k, E) → (R,
6)Generalization of this scheme on the single chain charged case.
7)Generalization of this scheme on the second virial coecient computation.

2.5.1 Regularization of a single neutral polymer chain
To illustrate the procedure lets start with a single neutral polymer chain and
outline the way to obtain the the renormalized propagator. The goal of this section
is to show how to renormalize the '1PI' graphs into the redened energy. The
neutral chain hamiltonian is
H[R(s)]/kT =

RN
0

)2 + 21 v1
ds 2l3 ( dR(s)
ds

RN
0

ds

RN
0

ds0 δ(R(s) − R(s0 ))

(2.51)

In contrast to the previous discussion, here we take the contour length and the
coupling constant to be already renormalized. In this presentation we follow the
paper [23]. The propagator of the chain that is the probability distribution of the
~ while the other end is xed at zero is
chain end position to be R
~ N) =
G(R,

R r(N )
r(0)=0

~
= RD[r(s)]exp[−

RN
0

ds 2l3 ( dR(s)
)2 − 21 v1
ds

RN
0

ds

RN
0

ds0 δ(R(s) − R(s0 ))]

(2.52)
~ N ) = ( d )d/2 exp(− dR2 ), while its
The ideal propagator(v1 = 0) is G0 (R,
2πN l
2N l
Fourier and Laplace image is
G0 (~k, E0 ) =

R∞
0

~
~ N) =
dN e−E0 N e−ikR G0 (R,

1
2
E0 + k2dl

(2.53)

The ideal propagator has a very useful property-factorizability:
R
R
R
~ N ) = dR
~ 0 r(s)=R~ 0 D[r(s)]exp[− s ds 3 ( dR(s) )2 ]
G0 (R,
2l
ds
r(0)=0
0
R r(N )=R~
R N 3 dR(s) 2
~ 0 D[r(s)]exp[− s ds 2l ( ds ) ]
r(s)=R

(2.54)

Lets expand the full propagator in the power series of v :
~ N) =
G(R,

P∞

n
~
n=0 (−v) Gn (R, N )

Recall that there is an identity:
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(2.55)

exp[− v2

RN RN

δ(r(s) − r(s0 ))] = exp[−v

s0 =0

s=0

δ(r(s) − r(s0 ))]

(2.56)

( ∂R
)2 ]δ(r(s) − r(s0 ))
∂s

(2.57)

RN RN
s=0

s0 =s

Then we have
~ N) =
G1 (R,

R N R N R r(N )=R~
s=0

s0 =s

r(0)=0

D[r]exp[− 2ld

RN
0

We factorize this functional integral twice to get
~ N) =
G1 (R,

RN RN R
s=0

s0 =s

dx

R

dx0 G0 (x, s)G0 (x0 − x, s0 − s)G0 (R − x0 , N − s0 )

(2.58)

Then we do the Fourier and Laplace transform:
G1 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )

R

(2.59)

dd p
G (~p, E0 )
(2π)d 0

Higher order terms stem out of the diagrams shown on Figure 7. The expressions
are as follows.
R
G2,1 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )
R
G2,2 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )
R
G2,3 (~k, E0 ) = G30 (~k, E0 )[

dd q
dd p
G (~p, E0 )G20 (~q, E0 )
(2π)d
(2π)d 0
R
dd p
dd q
G (~p, E0 )G0 (~q − p~, E0 )G0 (~k
(2π)d
(2π)d 0
d
d p
G (~p, E0 )]2
(2π)d 0

R

− p~, E0 )

For the self P
energy correction we do the perturbative expansion
~
Σ(k, E0 ) = n=1 (−v)n Σn (~k, E0 ) where
R dd p
Σ1 (~k, E0 ) = (2π)
p, E0 )
d G0 (~
R dd p R dd q
~
Σ2,1 (k, E0 ) = (2π)d (2π)d G0 (~p, E0 )G20 (~q, E0 )
R dd p R dd q
Σ2,2 (~k, E0 ) = (2π)
G (~p, E0 )G0 (~q − p~, E0 )G0 (~k − p~, E0 )
d
(2π)d 0
R dd p
p, E0 )]2
Σ2,3 (~k, E0 ) = G0 (~k, E0 )[
d G0 (~

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2π)

Now we have all the ingredients to do the self energy renormalization. The renormalized energy E is dened as follows: E = E0 + Σ(0, E0 ). This denition can be
reverted order by order in perturbation theory to yield E0 (E). The renormalized
propagator then comes out to be
G(~k, E) =

1
2
E+ k2dl +Σ(~k,E)−Σ(0,E)

(2.62)

This allows us to formulate the diagram rules in terms of the already renormalized
propagators and self-energies. They are the same as the ones for bare propagators,
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except we write E instead of E0 and add Σ(~k, E) − Σ(0, E) whenever self-energy
insertion appears. Thus there is no need to do this for none but the sunset or
higher order insertions at nonzero momentum.
Next, we need to gure out how this renormalization procedure aects the
inverse Laplace transform. This is done the following way:
R σ+i∞

R σ+i∞
0
exp(N E)exp(N (E0 − E))
dE
exp(N
E
)
=
dE dE
0
0
dE
σ−i∞
σ−i∞
dΣ(0,E)
dE0
= 1 − dE
dE
R
N (E0 − E) = N (C − dE dΣ(0,E)
)
dE

(2.63)

Now we have to regularize the expressions. One of the approaches is that given
in [23]: whenever a divergent integral with the propagator comes out we replace
1
2
E+ k2dl

→

1
2
E+ k2dl +αk4

(2.64)

With this thing at hand we obtain
Σ1 (~k, E) = −

R

d

d k

1
2

E+ k2dl +αk4

=

1
− 4π

q

6
lα

+

3
2πl

q

6E
l

(2.65)

The innite(as α → 0) constant is taken away with derivatives and k = 0 subtractions. So, to obtain a propagator G(k = 0, N ), we have to do the following. 1. Compute a regularized expression of the self energy in the reciprocal space (Σ(~k, E)) using the rules outlined above. 2. ComputeR the Jacobian
J = dE0 /dE = 1 − dΣ(k = 0, E)/dE and the exponent exp(N (C − dEdΣ/dE)).
3. Expand the exponent perturbatively. The arbitrary multiplicative constant
exp(N C) will cancel out when this expression is divided by or multiplied by something else. 4. Finally, take the inverse Laplace transform of this expression:
G(k = 0, N ) = L−1 [ E1 J(E)exp(N (C −

R

dEdΣ/dE))]

(2.66)

2.5.2 Regularization of a single DH polymer chain
Here we will show how to extend the above regularization scheme on a DH interaction. Notice that this extension will also give an alternative regularization
procedure to the neutral case if we replace vδ(r) → ve−κr /r and at the end take
the limit κ → ∞. The hamiltonian is now
H[R(s)]/kT =

RN
0

)2 + 12 v1
ds 2l3 ( dR(s)
ds

RN
0

ds

RN
0

−κ|R(s)−R(s0 )|

ds0 e |R(s)−R(s0 )|

(2.67)

All the arguments from the formula 2.51 to 2.56 remain intact with vδ(r) →
ve−κr /r everywhere. The key formula 2.62, the statement about the sunset diagrams, the relation E = E0 + ΣDH (0, E0 ) and JDH = 1 − dΣDHdE(0,E) also remain
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intact. For the rest we have
~ N) =
G1 (R,
R 0
RN RN R
0
dx
dx G0 (x, s)G0 (x0 − x, s0 − s)G0 (R − x0 , N − s0 )e−κ|x−x | / |x − x0 |
0
s=0 s =s

(2.68)

Then we do the Fourier and Laplace transform:
G1 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )

R

dd p
1
G (~p, E0 ) κ2 +p
2
(2π)d 0

(2.69)

Higher order terms stem out of the diagrams shown on Figure 7. The expressions
are as follows.
R
G2,1 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )
R
G2,2 (~k, E0 ) = G20 (~k, E0 )
R
G2,3 (~k, E0 ) = G30 (~k, E0 )[

dd p
dd q
G (~p, E0 ) κ2 +(~1q−~p)2 G20 (~q, E0 ) κ2 +(~1k−~q)2
(2π)d
(2π)d 0
R dd q
dd p
1
G (~k − p~, E0 )G0 (~p − ~q, E0 ) κ2 +q
p, E0 ) κ2 +(~1k−~p)2
2 G0 (~
(2π)d
(2π)d 0
dd p
1
2
G (~k − p~, E0 ) κ2 +p
2]
(2π)d 0

R

(2.70)

For the self energy correction we do the perturbative expansion ΣDH (~k, E0 ) =
P
n
~
n=1 (−v) ΣDH,n (k, E0 ) where
R dd p R dd q
Σ1DH (~k, E0 ) = (2π)
G (~p, E0 ) κ2 +(~1q−~p)2 G20 (~q, E0 ) κ2 +(~1k−~q)2
d
(2π)d 0
R dd p R dd q
Σ2,1DH (~k, E0 ) = (2π)d (2π)d G0 (~p, E0 )G20 (~q, E0 )
R dd p R dd q
1
Σ2,2DH (~k, E0 ) = (2π)
G (~k − p~, E0 )G0 (~p − ~q, E0 ) κ2 +q
p, E0 ) κ2 +(~1k−~p)2
2 G0 (~
d
(2π)d 0
R d
Σ2,3DH (~k, E0 ) = G0 (~k, E0 )[ d pd G0 (~k − p~, E0 ) 2 1 2 ]2
κ +p

(2π)

(2.71)

The computation gives
Σ1DH (~k, E) = −

R

1
dd kG0 (k, E) κ2 +k
2 =

qdκ
2πl( E2d
2 +1)
κ l

(2.72)

We see that this expression doesnt match the regularized part of 2.65. How to deal
with this?
R
dΣ
Notice that for our computations we need to know either dΣdEDH or C + dE dE
with arbitrary constant C. Also notice that if we add a constant to the expression
2.72, it will match 2.65. Lets stress again that only the sunset and higher order
diagrams give a nonzero contribution to the renormalized propagator. Finally, we
use the same
G(k = 0, N ) = L−1 [ E1 JDH (E)exp(N (C −

R

dEdΣDH /dE))]

(2.73)

expression to get the answer. We now need to generalize this approach for the
case of two chains.
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2.5.3 Second virial coecient in the second order in coupling constants
Lets start from the denition of A2 in the terms of real space variables and propagators. Let N and N' be the contour length, l-Kuhn length, s and s' be the contour
variables. Lets stress again here that in the perturbative expansion we use already
renormalized variables N,N' rather than 'bare' N0 and N00 .
 R
R
R
0
0
0
A2 = R−0.5 ∗ D[r] R D[r0 ]F ([r], N )F ([r0 ], N 0 ) e− dsds VLR (R(s)−R(s ))−VSR (R(s)−R(s ))
−1 / dRG(R, N ) dRG(R, N 0 )

(2.74)
The perturbative procedure for neutral and DH interactions was described
previously, so we go right away to the formulation of the problem in the reciprocal
space variables and already renormalized energies. We limit ourselves to the second
order in coupling constants, so there no need to count the sunset insertions and
thus
G(k = 0, N ) = L−1

1
E

(JDH (E) + J(E))exp(N (C −

The reciprocal space formula is as follows:
A2 =

L−1˜L0−1 [

1
Γ(E,E 0 )]
E 2 E 02
1
˜
−1
0−1
L [ E ]L
[ E10 ]

R

dE(dΣDH /dE + dΣ/dE))

(2.75)

(2.76)

where the two particle irreducible vertexR Γ(E, E 0 ) is taking in a direct way and
L˜−1 = L−1 [(JDH (E) + J(E))exp(N (C − dE(dΣDH /dE + dΣDH /dE))]. The numerator and the denominator of this expression can be developed as a perturbation
series in v10 and v20 by expanding all the exponential factors in the numerator and
the denominator.
For further convenience lets denote D = L−1 G(k = 0, E)L0−1 G(k = 0, E 0 ) and
N = L−1 L0−1 [ E 21E 02 Γ(E, E 0 )]. We split Γ(E, E 0 ) into four terms (see 2.77). Lets
denote
ΓSR (E, E 0 ) to be two particle irreducible short range part, ΓSD (E, E 0 ) =
P4
irreducible with mixed short range and DH interactions
i=1 ΓB,i -the two particle
P
and ΓDH (E, E 0 ) = 4i=1 ΓC,i for the two particle irreducible vertex with DebueHuckel interactions Figure 6. ΓSR was obtained in [21], so we focus on the rest of
1
gammas. Introducing the notation E = κ2 l/6,G0 (p, E) = lp2 /2d+E
we get
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0
0
02
0
0
02
Γ(E, E 0 ) = v10
+ v20
− v10
ΓSR − v10
v20
ΓSD − v20
ΓDH
P
ΓSR (E, E 0 ) = 4i=1 ΓA,i
P
ΓSD (E, E 0 ) = 4i=1 ΓB,i
P
ΓDH (E, E 0 ) = 4i=1 ΓC,i
R
2
ΓB,1 = dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E)G0 (p, E) p2κ+κ2
ΓB,2 = ΓB,1
R
ΓB,3 = 2 dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E)G0 (p, E 0 )
ΓB,4 = ΓB,3
R
2
ΓC,1 = dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E)G0 (p, E 0 ) p2κ+κ2
ΓC,2 = Γ(C, 1)
R
2
2
ΓC,3 = dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E)G0 (p, E 0 ) p2κ+κ2 p2κ+κ2
ΓC,4 = ΓC,3

(2.77)

0 dΣDH
0 dΣSR
− v20
and the part coming from the
The full Jacobian J(E) = 1 − v10
dE
dE
Laplace transform exponent:

expΣ (E) = exp(−LE0 ) R= exp(−LE)exp(−L(E
0 − E)) =
R
DH
exp(−LE)exp(CL − L dE dΣdESR − L dE dΣdE
)

(2.78)

For these terms we have the following expressions:
R
2
= dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E)G0 (p, E) p2κ+κ2
R
R
2
L dE dΣdESR = L( dp (2π)1d/2 G0 (p, E) p2κ+κ2 + C)
dΣDH
dE

(2.79)

where the C is a constant that comes with the integral. We are free to choose it
as we wish, but the best way to do it is to make the nal expression match with
the short range expression as κ → ∞. The expression for ΣSR is given in [21].
The nal formula appears to be


A2 = L−1 L0−1 E 21E 02 J(E)J(E 0 )expΣ (E)expΣ (E 0 )Γ(E, E 0 ) /
L−1 [ E1 J(E)expΣ (E)]L0−1 [ E10 J(E 0 )expΣ (E 0 )]

(2.80)

Lets show that this expression comes out in the form of
2A2
=
l3/2
3/2

N

0
0
02
0
0
0 2
N 2 [v10
+ v20
] − v10
Ann − v10
v20
Ane − v20
Aee =
2
2
[Zn + Zel − aZn − 2fen (t)Zel Zn − fel (t)Zel ]

where a is a number and t = Lκ2 l/6.
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(2.81)

For the terms involving ΓSR this was shown in [21]. Lets do this for the rest of
the terms.
dΣDH (E)
0−1
1
0
0
− L(ΣDH (E) + C)−
Aee = L−1
E→L LE 0 →L0 [ E 2 E 02 [2ΓC,3 (E, E ) + ΓC,1 (E) + ΓC,2 (E ) −
dE
dΣDH (E 0 )
0
2 −1 1 dΣDH (E)
− dE
− L(ΣDH (E ) + C)]] + N L [ E ( dE + L(ΣDH (E) + C))]
0
2 −10 1 dΣDH (E )
+N L [ E 0 ( dE 0 + L(ΣDH (E 0 ) + C))]

(2.82)
0 2
where we left only the expressions that multiply on ∼ v20
. Introducing the notation  = 6E/lκ2 , 0 = 6E 0 /lκ2 and taking t = t0 , we get

0−1
1
0
0
ge1 (t) = L−1
→t L0 →t0 [ 2 02 [2a1 ΓC,3 (,  ) + a2 ΓC,1 () + a2 ΓC,2 ( )]]−
0
dΣDH ( )
()
0−1
1
− a4 (ΣDH (0 ) + C) − a3 dΣDH
− a4 (ΣDH () + C)]]+
ge2 (t) = L−1
→t L0 →t0 [ 2 02 [a3
d
d
0
dΣDH ( )
dΣDH ()
−10 1
0
−1 1
L [ 0 (a5 d
+ a6 (ΣDH ( ) + C))] + L [  (a5 d + a6 (ΣDH () + C))]

(2.83)
where ai , i=1...6 are certain numerical prefactors. Here, as before, we keep only
0 2
the term of order ∼ v20
. Finally,
(2.84)
Aee = ( 6l )3/2 N 5/2 [ gte15/2(t) + gte21/2(t) ]
√

N
0
Recall that Ze = v20
to get
l3/2

The same for Ane :

02 A
v20
ee
l3/2

= Zel2 63/2 N 3/2 [ gte15/2(t) +

ge2 (t)
]
t1/2

0−1
1
0
Aen = L−1
E→L LE 0 →L0 [ E 2 E 02 [4ΓB,3 (E, E ) + 2ΓB,1 + 2ΓB,2 −
dΣDH (E 0 )
(E)
−
L(Σ
(E)
+
C)
−
− L(ΣDH (E 0 ) + C)−
− dΣDH
DH
dE
dE 0 0
(E)
(E )
− dΣSR
− L(ΣSR (E) + C) − dΣSR
− L(ΣSR (E 0 ) + C)]]+
dE
dE 0
dΣ
(E)
(E)
1
N 2 L−1 [ E [ DH
+ L(ΣDH (E) + C) + dΣSR
+ L(ΣSR (E) + C)]]+
dE
dE
0
dΣSR (E 0 )
2 −10 1 dΣDH (E )
0
N L [ E 0 [ dE 0 + L(ΣDH (E ) + C) + dE 0 + L(ΣSR (E 0 ) + C)]]

(2.85)

(2.86)

Recalling our notation t = N lκ2 /6,  = 6E/lκ2 , 0 = 6E 0 /lκ2 and taking t = t0 , we
get
0−1
1
0
0
gn1 (t) = L−1
→t L0 →t0 [ 2 02 [4b1 ΓB,3 (,  ) + 2b2 ΓB,1 () + 2b2 ΓB,2 ( )]]−
0
dΣDH ( )
()
0−1
1
gn2 (t) = L−1
− b4 t(ΣDH (0 ) + C) − b3 dΣDH
− b4 t(ΣDH () + C)−
→t L0 →t0 [ 2 02 [−b3
d
d
0
dΣSR ( )
dΣSR ()
0
−b5 d − b6 t(ΣSR ( ) + C) − b5 d − b6 t(ΣSR () + C)]]+
(0 )
(0 )
L−10 [ 10 [b7 dΣDH
+ b8 t(ΣDH (0 ) + C) + b9 dΣSR
+ b10 t(ΣSR (0 ) + C)]]+
d
d0
()
( )
L−1 [ 1 [b7 dΣDH
+ b8 t(ΣDH () + C) + b9 dΣSR
+ b10 t(ΣSR (0 ) + C)]]
d
d
Aen = ( 6l )3/2 N 5/2 [ gtn15/2(t) + gtn21/2(t) ]

(2.87)
where, as before, bi , i=1...10 are numerical prefactors. Finally,
if
we
denote
f
(t) =
√
√ ee
ge1 (t)
ge2 (t)
gn1 (t)
gn2 (t)
N
N
0
0
+ t1/2 , fen (t) = t5/2 + t1/2 , recall that Ze = v20 l3/2 and Zn = v10 l3/2 to see
t5/2
that the whole thing is indeed in the form of ( 2.81).
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2.6 Appendix B: Taking the momentum integral
So we need to take the following integral:
1
2ΓC,3 (,  ) = 2 2 02

0

Z

dd p

1
(2π)3 (p2

+

1)2

1
1
2
0
 + p  + p2

(2.88)

For this to do we use the expression [45], A.8-1. It reads
1
α
α
n
a1 1 a2 2 ...aα
n

=

=

Γ(α1 +α2 +...+αn )
Γ(α1 )Γ(α2 )...Γ(αn )

R

α1 −1

x

...x

αn−1 −1

(1−x −...−x

)αn −1

1
n−1
n−1
1
dx1 dx2 ...dxn−1 [x1 a1 +...+x
α +α2 +...+αn
n−1 an−1 +(1−x1 −...−xn−1 )an ] 1

(2.89)
where the integration over the Feynman parameters, xi extends over the domain:
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, x1 + ... + xn−1 ≤ 1.
In our case n = 3,α1 = 2, α2 = α3 = 1, so the domain of Feynman parameters
is a triangle: 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 1, x1 ≤ 1 − x2 . But before this we have to take
the momentum integral. We use the expression:
Z

i(−1)n Γ(n − d/2) 1
1
dd l
=
(2π)d (l2 − ∆)n
(4π)d/2
Γ(n)
∆n−d/2

(2.90)

Next, we are left with the integral:
R 1−x1
Γ(5/2) R 1
1
dx
dx2 [x2 (−0 )+x1x(1−
2ΓC,3 (1 , 2 ) = 2 (4π)
1
3/2
0 )+0 ]5/2 =
0
0
R
x2 =1−x1
1
Γ(5/2)
x1
2
2 (4π)3/2 0 dx1 (−0 )(−3) [x2 (−0 )+x1 (1−0 )+0 ]3/2 x2 =0
=
i
h
R
1
Γ(5/2)
2
1
1
−
dx
x
2 (4π)
1 1 (x1 (1−)+)3/2
3/2 3(0 −) 0
(x1 (1−0 )+0 )3/2
R1
x1
2
√
which, after taking into account 0 dx1 [x1 (1−)+]
3/2 = (1+ )2 , equals
h
i
Γ(5/2) 4 1
1
1
√
√
2ΓC,3 (1 , 2 ) = 2 (4π)
−
0
3/2 3  −
(1+ )2
(1+ 0 )2

(2.91)

(2.92)

Lets check that this thing goes into that of ([21],4.9) as  → 0, 0 → 0. Indeed,
Γ(5/2) 4 1
2 (4π)
3/2 3 0 −

h

i

1
√
− (1+√1 0 )2 =
(1+ )2
√ 0 √
Γ(5/2)
2(  − )+0 −
Γ(5/2) 4
4
2 (4π)
3/2 3(0 −) (1+√)2 (1+√0 )2 = 2 (4π)3/2 3

h

1+

√

2
0 √
+ 

i

1
√ 0
√
(1+  )2 (1+ )2

(2.93)

After recalling the (6/l)3/2 prefactor from (2.85), it matches the result of [21].
What remains is to obtain the expressions for ΓC,2 () = dΣdDH and ΣDH ().
They are as follows
2

(2d)
1 √ 1 √
√ 1 √
ΓC,2 () = 8πl
2 κ ( +1)2  = bDH l2 κ3 ( +1)2 
1
dκ √ 1
ΣDH = 2πl
= aDH κl √+1
+1

where aDH =

d
2π

, bDH =

(2d)2
8π

.
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(2.94)

2.7 Appendix C: Taking the inverse Laplace
transform
To take the double inverse Laplace transform we utilize the technique from the
book of Ditkin and Prudnikov [46]. The formula to transform 2.92 is based on
the following argument. Let F(p,q) be the double Laplace image of the original
f(x,y)=f(x+y), where f() is a function of 1 variable:
Z

∞

Z

F (p, q) =

Then we do the following:

0

∞

(2.95)

dxdye−px−qy f (x + y)

0

R∞R∞
R∞
Ru
F (p, q) = 0 0 dxdye−px−qy f (x + y) = 0 due−pu 0 e(p−q)y dy =
R ∞ −qu
(p)
1
(e
− e−pu )f (u)du = F (q)−F
p−q 0
p−q

(2.96)

(p)
so L−1 L−1 [ F (q)−F
] = f (x + y) where L[f (x)] = F (p).
p−q
Lets check that this technique gives results identical to the one obtained another
way in [21]. For this to do lets compute the double inverse Laplace transform of
the expression E 21E 02 √E+1√E 0 .

A12neutr (E, E 0 ) =

1
1
√
√
E 2 E 02 E+ E 0

=

1
1
[ 1
E 02 E−E 0 E 3/2

−

1
]
E 03/2

+

1
[ 1
E−E 0 E 02

−

1
] 1
E 2 E 03/2

According to (2.96), the inverse Laplace transform of this equals
√
√
RL 0
R
π 1
0
0 + L dx0 x0 (L + L − x0 ) =
A
(L)
=
−
dx
(L
−
x
)
L
+
x
2neutr
2
0
√ 0 RL
√
√
R 2L √
R 2L
RL
√
4
−2L L dy y + L dyy y + 2L 0 dx0 x0 − 0 dx0 x0 x0 = 15
(−4 2

(2.97)

√

+ 7)L5/2

(2.98)
√
Multiplying this this thing by 4 and absorbing 1/ π into the denition of z [21]eq.
4.9, we get the correct coecient.
h
i
Now we turn to the inverse Laplace transform of L−1 L−1 [ 01− (1+1√)2 − (1+√1 0 )2 ].
To proceed further we need to nd the inverse Laplace transform of 2 (1+1√)2 . This
is done the following way.
√

√

2

)

1
1
−1
−1
−1
[ 2 (1−)
[ 2 (1−)
[ (1−)
L(t) = L−1 [ 2 (1+1√)2 ] = L−1 [ (1−
2 (1−)2 ] = L
2 ] − 2L
2] + L
2]

(2.99)

Now, recall that
1
t
t
L−1 [ 2 (1−)
2 ] = te − 2e + t + 2
√
√
√
√

t
L−1 [ 2 (1−)
t) + 3√πt − 3/2et erf ( t)
2 ] = te erf (
1
t
L−1 [ (1−)
2 ] = e (t − 1) + 1
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(2.100)

and nally we get
√
√
L(t) = L−1 [ 2 (1+1√)2 ] = 2tet erf c( t) − 3et erf c( t) + t −
√

√
6√ t
π

+3

(2.101)

√

Here lets denote et erf c( t) = f1 (t) for t < t0 and et erf c( t) = √1π [1/t1/2 −1/2t3/2 ]
otherwise, where t0 is the value of t where the asymptotic is 'accurate enough'.
With this approximation in mind we obtain:
(

√

L(t) = − 4√πt + 3 + t −
L(t) = ( √2tπ −

√3 )f1 (t)
π

√4 + √ 3
πt
2πt3
√
6√ t
− π +3+t

if t > t0
if t < t0

(2.102)

Now we are ready to take the double inverse Laplace transform of (2.96). Lets
recall that we need only the leading(∼ t5/2 ) and the subleading
(∼ t2 ) terms. Also
Rt
lets denote f(t)*g(t) to be the convolution: f(t)*g(t)= 0 f (t − x)g(x)dx, then
ΓC,3 (t) = −L(t1 ) ∗ (t1 + t2 ) + t1 ∗ L(t1 + t2 ) =
Rt
R 2t
− 0 (2t − x)L(x)dx
+
L(x)(2t − x)dx =
t
√
√
R 2t
Rt
(2.103)
4 x
4 x
√ + 3 + x] −
√ + 3 + x] + O(t3/2 ) =
dx(2t
−
x)[−
dx(2t
−
x)[−
t
0
π
π
√
(16/15 π)(7 − 25/2 )t5/2 − 3t2 + O(t3/2 )

Notice that the terms ∼ t3 cancel each other. What is left for us is to sum up the
terms ∼ t5/2 and ∼ t2 and ignore all the terms with lesser power of t even if they
are multiplied by some power of t0 .
The other second order diagram is computed in a very similar manner.
1
ΓB,3 (,  ) = 2 02

0

Z

dd p

1
1
1
(2π)3 (p2 + 1)  + p2 0 + p2

(2.104)

After taking the momentum integral the thing transforms into


2
1
1
√ −
√
l 0
 −  (1 + ) (1 + 0 )

(2.105)

It is even easier to verify that this expression tends to the neutral one as  → 0
and 0 → 0. To take the double inverse Laplace transform we need to know the
single inverse Laplace transform of 2 (1+1 √) . The expression is
√
√
2 t
L1 (t) = − √ − et erf c( t) + t + 1
π

The double inverse transform is then
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(2.106)

R 2t
Rt
ΓB,3 (t) = 2 t (2t − x)L1 (x)dx − 2 0 (2t − x)L1 (x)dx =
4t2 + O(t3/2 )(2.107)

√

16
√ [−4
15 π

2 + 7]t5/2 −

As it should be(after we recall the prefactors of (2.93)), the neutral limiting
case is reproduced. The sign of the correction is the same as that in ge .
Other inverse Laplace transforms are easier since the  and 0 functions are
factorized. The values of the transforms are
√
1
+ C)] = 1 − et erf c( t) + C
L−1 [ 1 ( √+1
√
√
1
L−1 [ 12 ( √+1
+ C)] = − 2√πt − et erf c( t) + t(1 + C) + 1
√
√
√
4√ t
1 √ 1
t
t
L−1 [ 3/2
]
=
−2te
erf
c(
t)
+
2e
erf
c(
t)
+
− 2 (2.108)
( +1)2
π
√
√
t
t
−1 1 √ 1
L [ 5/2 ( +1)2 ] = −2te erf c( t) + 4e erf c( t)
3/2

√ +
+ 4t
3 π

√
8√ t
π

− 4 − 2t
√

√

From this we see that C = −1 so that t(1 − et erf c( t) + C) ∼ t.
√Lets write the nal expressions for fe (t) and fn (t) expanded in power series of
1/ t.
√
1
L−1 [ 1 ( √+1
+ C)] = −et erf c( t) → − √1πt + √πt13/2
√
√
√
1
L−1 [ 12 ( √+1
+ C)] = − 2√πt − et erf c( t) + 1 → − 2√πt + 1
√
√
√
√
4√ t
t
1 √ 1
t
t
√
L−1 [ 3/2
]
=
−2te
erf
c(
t)
+
2e
erf
c(
t)
+
−
2
→
2
− 2 (2.109)
( +1)2
π
π
√
√
−1 1 √ 1
t
t
L [ 5/2 ( +1)2 ] = −2te erf c( t) + 4e erf c( t)
3/2

√ +
+ 4t
3 π

√
8√ t
π

− 4 − 2t →

3/2
4t√
3 π

− 2t

Now, for the denominator we have
1 √ 1
1
0
0
] − 2v20
aDH lκ2d2 κl tL−1 [ 1 ( √+1
+ C)] + 8Zn =
D = 1 − 2v20
bDH l21κ L−1 [ 3/2
( +1)2
√
√
√
√
√
1
1
1 + 2Zel √t [2 t − 2 π] + 4Zel [ t − 2√t ] + 8Zn = 1 + 8Zn + 8Zel − 4Zel √πt + o(1/ t)

(2.110)

As we see the leading order term matches that of [21].
Lets turn to the numerator part of A2 and specically to the expressions 2.85
and 2.87. First thing to notice is that the terms of J(E) cancel out with the terms
ΓB,1−2 and ΓC,1−2 , so we need to focus on the terms of expΣ . The expression we
need to compute is
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v 02

02 a
3
v20
DH κ
1
√1
N 2 L−1
E→L [ E 2 [ ( +1)
l
√
2 π
−1 1 √ 1
1
3/2
2
√
√
N
[4
−
L
[
+
C]]
=
Z
]
[
el
t →t 2 ( +1)
t

L−1 L0−1 [ E 220
L(ΣDH + C)] =
E 02
02 N 5/2 a
3/2
v20
DH 6
l3/2

+ C]] =

(2.111)

As it should be, the leading order term cancels out with the one from the denominator so we regain the neutral limiting case. Also notice
√ that terms with ΣSR in
2.87 It also appears that up to the terms of order O(1/ t)(but not to all orders!)
the numerator terms other then ΓB,3−4 and ΓC,3−4 cancel out with the denominator
terms so that we get the formula (2.23).
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CHAPTER 3
POLYELECTROLYTE
TRANSLOCATION THROUGH A
SPHERICAL CAVITY WITH
TUNABLE CHARGE
We obtained theoretical results for the free energy barrier for a translocating polyelectrolyte through a charge-decorated hole from a conning spherical cavity. Our
results are based on self-consistent eld theory for the combined system of polyelectrolyte chain, counterions, electrolyte ion, and the dielectric mismatch between
the cavity and the enclosing space. The eect of degree of ionization of the polymer and the net charge of the hole on the translocation barrier are given. A new
experiment which will verify the results is discussed.

3.1 Introduction
Translocation is a process of threading a polymer chain through a hole separating
two compartments. In biology this is one of the most fundamental process of life
[27]. It includes the passage of mRNA through nuclear pore complexes, injection
of DNA from a virus head into a host cell, gene swapping through pili, and protein
translocation across biological membranes through channels. Unfortunately, in
vivo the polymer translocations are too complex to directly monitor one long
molecule undergoing migration in its totality so practically the community works
with simpler systems.
One of the most important real life application of translocations is the nanoporebased DNA analysis. According to [28, 29], it has a revolutionary potential. It
promises to carry out a range of analyses, order of magnitude faster than cur35

rent methods, including length measurements, specic sequence detection, singlemolecule dynamics and even de novo sequencing. The concept involves using an
applied voltage to drive DNA molecules through a narrow pore that separates
chambers of electrolyte solutions. This voltage also drives the ow of electrolyte
ions through the pore, measured as an electric current. When the molecules passes
through the pore, they block the ow of ions and, thus, their structure and length
can be determined based on the degree and the duration of the resulting current
reduction.
The groundbreaking experiment of this kind was rst conducted in 1996 by the
group of Kasianowicz [30] in 1996. The Kasianowicz et al conducted a translocation
process of single stranded DNA and RNA homopolymers through α-hemolysine
pore and observed that poly[A] and poly[U] single stranded RNA homopolymer
molecules can be easily drawn through the pore by means of voltage gradient.
Three years later, Atkeson and coworkers [31] improved the experimental setup to
lower the noise level and used it to compare translocation of RNA homopolymer
species(poly[A], poly[U],poly[C]) and also the RNA diblock copolymer polyA30 C70 ,
each of the blocks having characteristic duration and depth of current blockade,
and thus could be, in principle, distinguished with (more or less)high probability.
Actually, as we now know, this dierence is partially caused by these polynucleotides assuming secondary structures(helix) dierently [28]. If we are to think
only in terms of their primary structure thickness, the current blockade values
would be dierent. But even if this complication were absent, there are other
challenges to overcome to make it into a commercial product.
One of the most important of them is that the frequency of translocations
would better be increased. At rst glance this can be achieved by simply increasing
the applied voltage. This however, is not the solution because too high voltage
degrades the pore. A more prudent and insightful solution was found 3 years ago
by the group of G. Maglia [32]. The researches used a technique called directed
mutagenesis to decorate the pore with charges and, if necessary, hydrophobic and
hydrophilic groups. The α−hemolysine nanopore is especially well suited for this
since it can be engineered with subnanometer accuracy via directed mutagenesis.
The pore has the following origin [33]. In its ght for resources, bacterium
Staphylococcus aureus secretes an α-hemolysine monomers that bind to an outer
membrane of a susceptible cell. Upon binding, the monomers oligomerize to form
a water lled transmembrane channel that facilitates uncontrolled permeation of
water, ions, small organic molecules.
The layout of the pore is shown in (Figure 11(a)). The pore has a 2.5nm wide
entrance, 4.5nm wide vestibule, 1.5nm wide and 5nm long β−barell. The surface
of the vestibule and β−barell is composed of positively and negatively charged
groups and also of hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, all of them inuencing
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the process of translocation. There is also a constriction ring that separates the
vestibule from the β−barell. Finally there is a highly charged ring in the very end
of the β−barell.
Such a nontrivial layout of α−hemolysine presents another problem for the
interpretation of the current vs time signal (Figure 12). It gets contaminated by
incomplete translocations(event type A) and the events when the chain stays for
a long time inside the vestibule(event type B). The event when the chain quickly
translocates from cis to trans compartments is the type C event. Obviously, we
need to nd a way to reduce the duration of the type B events. Maglia's group
[32] approached this question by decorating the cis entrance, constriction ring and
β−barell with positively and negatively charged groups. So doing the researchers
were able to increase the translocation frequency few fold and reduce the voltage
translocation barrier by 50mV(down from 120mV). After this success other research
groups have been doing similar experiments.
Recently(2010) M. Muthukumar and A. Wong [34]conducted another directed
mutagenesis decoration experiment. In their experiment the constriction ring and
β−barell ring were decorated with charged groups. The amount of charges in that
rings were regulated via pH changes of the trans compartment (Figure 11(b)).
This resulted in a factor of 3 change in the blockade time of type B events (Figure
13). This kind of experiments can be further augmented by a Self Consistent Field
Theory analysis that gives guidelines to decrease the duration of type B events.
First, lets recall the nucleation theory of translocation [35]. According to this
theory, the process of translocation is essentially an underbarrier diusion process.
The 'reaction coordinate' here is the number of segments already translocated(or
the number of the segment currently held in the pore). The amount of time the
chain spends in the current reaction coordinate is proportional to the Boltzmann
factor of the equilibrium free energy corresponding to this reaction coordinate. We
thus need to know how to compute the equilibrium free energy.
In this work we combine the nucleation theory of translocations with a eld
theoretic simulation of polyelectrolyte chain in a spherical cavity with tunable
charge to answer the following questions. What is more important for the duration
of type B event- the chain entropy or the last segment-constriction ring interaction
and what other changes of free energy barrier does the constriction ring charge
bring.
The answer on the rst of this questions is as follows: the last segmentconstriction ring interaction is much more important factor for the type B event
time then the chain free energy. For the second one the answer is: if the solt concentration is low enough so that the debue radius is comparable with the size of
the cavity the constriction ring charge changes the nonmonotonic behavior of the
free energy barrier vs the polymer length to a monotonically increasing one. This,
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in turn, asks for the following experiments to be conducted: one can attach a di or
try-valent monomer of salt to the end of the chain and repeat the experiment of
Wong-Muthukumar. The increase in the type B time should be 5-8 times from the
factor of 3 observed for monovalent last segment. Also, the same experiment conducted with a synthetic polyelectrolyte with dierent degree of ionization should
have relatively little eect on the duration of the type B events.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describe the theory
and model of our problem. Firstly we describe how we are going to model type
B event, then we utilize a standard SCFT technique for a single polyelectrolyte
chain similar to that of [37] to compute the free energy barrier. Section 3 species
the numerical algorithm to solve the nonlinear equations and the nite dierence
scheme to solve the Schroedinger equation. The former is that of RassmusenKolasakos [3], the later is the summed approximation technique from [38]. Finally,
section 4 we present the results, in section 5 provide the discussion and propose
an experiment that would verify our prediction.

3.2 Theory and model
In this section we discuss our model. Firstly, we discuss the nucleation theory of
translocation and its accuracy applied for our particular problem. Secondly, we
need to specify how we model the type B event in α-hemolysine pore. Finally, we
present out SCFT scheme to compute the free energy barrier. Lets start with the
nucleation theory of translocations.

3.2.1

Nucleation theory of translocation

According to the theory of M. Muthukumar [35, 27], polymer translocation through
a narrow pore, when the chain can move into the pore in a segment-by-segment
way, can by described by nucleation theory. The theory says that if the chain
translocates slowly enough, every 'reaction coordinate' which in this case corresponds to the chain segment currently held in the pore has its own free energy
(Figure 14). So the translocation process is essentially a tunneling process via this
free energy landscape. The analogy with nucleation theory comes here the following way. As it is well known ([39] p.479), a process of nucleation in rst order
phase transition is a tunneling via the surface energy barrier. So the nucleus of
the new phase rst needs to overcome the barrier via thermal uctuation and then
start growing downhill the free energy landscape. As it is well known ([39] p.482),
the probability (P) of a drop of the new phase to have radius R is proportional
to the Boltzmann factor of its energy Hdrop (R): P ∼ exp(−Hdrop (R)/kT ). So lets
apply this analogy to the type B event.
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When the chain rst enters the vestibule, the end of the chain starts searching the exit of the vestibule (Figure 15, B.a). The conguration when the end
of the chain nally nds the exit is certanly energetically less favorable then the
one where both ends of the chain are free to move in the cavity. So, the duration of type B event-which is the time it takes for the chain end to nd the
exit- is proportional to the Boltzmann factor of the free energy barrier: τB ∼
exp(Fend−fixed − Ffree−end )/kT where Fend−fixed is the free energy of the chain with
1 end xed to the wall of the cavity while the Ffree−end is the free energy of the
chain where both ends are free to move inside the cavity. As it is done in [35, 40],
lets assume that the proportionality coecient τ0 is the same for all type B events
and doesnt depend on chain length, segment-segment interactions and such. Before going further we need to check the accuracy of this theory is in respect to our
situation.
The nucleation theory described above assumes that at every reaction coordinate the chain itself is in equilibrium so that we can use equilibrium free energy.
This assumption means that the relaxation time is much less then the translocation time: τZimm (n1,2 )  τtrans for any n1,2 . According to [34], this is indeed the
case for this problem: the longest Zimm relaxation time τZimm = 10−5 to 10−2 ms
for 16-500 kg/mol NaPSS which is a several orders of magnitude shorter then the
translocation time. So it is safe to assume that the chain is in equilibrium while
translocating. Now we turn to computing the equilibrium free energy.

3.2.2

Model of the type B event in α-hemolysine pore

The type B event is modeled the following way. The α-hemolysine pore, which
actual appearance given on (Figure 11 A), is symbolically depicted on (Figure 15
A). When the chain rst enters the vestibule of the α-hemolysine pore, it starts
searching for the exit of the pore and doing so samples many dierent ongurations.
This may look like either that of (Figure 15 B.a) or (Figure (Figure 15 B.b). For the
chains in our problem [34] it is the situation of (Figure15 B.b). Indeed, the result
given on (Figure 13) is obtained for NaPSS of 16kg/mol. Since NaSS monomer is
around 105 g/mol, these would make just around 150 NaSS monomers that can
reasonably t into 4.5 nm vestibule. Thus we have to compute the free energy
barrier between the congurations (Figure 15 B.b) and (Figure 15 C.a) rather
then that one between (Figure 15 B.a) and (Figure 15 C.b). Green circles on
(Figure15 B,C) specify where the chain end(s) are needed to be 'xed' to compute
the barrier.
The vestibule of the pore is modeled the following way (Figure 16). The volume
outside the cavity has the uniform dielectric constant 1 which is more or less
something in between that of the protein body of the pore(yellow area on (Figure
16 A) ) and the lipid layer it is embedded into (blue area on (Figure 16 A) ) and
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is something like 2-6. The solvent in the cavity itself has the dielectric constant
3 which in the experiment equals 80. The boundary layer of solvent that is 1nm
from the cavity walls has the dielectric constant 2 ∼ 10 − 20. In addition to this,
we have to specify how we model the constriction ring charge.
The simplest way to do so is to smear the charge that was in the WangMuthukumar experiment ([34] (Figure 12)) over the constriction ring diameter.
This is depicted by red circle on (Figure 16). So doing will deny us any specic segment-charge interaction where charge discreteness and the name of the
aminoacid group matter. For the latter case there should be no problem(at least
in the rst approximation we are working with). Indeed, as was pointed out in
[32], for a chain undergoing translocation, it is the charge that matters most, not
the aminoacid group that has it. This in turn tells us that hydrophobic and van
der Waals interactions are of far less importance then the Coulomb ones. For the
former issue, however, we dont have any direct proof and leave it as it is. We will
return to the discussion of segment-wall boundary conditions latter in this section.
Now lets turn to the nucleation theory of translocation.

3.2.3

Calculation of the free energy barrier

We work with the exible polyelectrolyte chains with persistence length b, contour
length L, number of segments N = L/b, segment position R(s) where s ∈ [0, N ],
2 2
segments-segment Coulomb interaction potential V (r) = f e /r where f- average
degree of ionization of the polyelectrolyte segment(0 < f < 1), κ2 = 4πβe2 (cc +
2cs )/-Debue-Huckel screening length, cc = f N cp the concentration of the counterions, cs -the concentration of the salt ions, β = 1/kT , -dielectric constant of
the solvent. All counterions and salt ions are assumed to be monovalent. Also
lets not forget short range excluded volume segment-segment repulsion potential
ωpp δ(R(s) − R(s0 )) where ωpp is the segment-segment interaction strength. The
same delta function potentials also apply for segment-solvent and solvent-solvent
interations with ωps and ωss accordingly. In the presentation below we more or
less follow [2].
The Hamiltonian of the chain is
3
H([R(s)]) =
2b

Hint

ωpp
=
2

Z

2
dr(ρd
p (r)) +ωps

Z

L

Z
0

dR(s)
ds
ds

2

ωss
d
dr(ρd
p (r)ρsol (r))+
2

In this expression
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(3.1)

+ Hint

Z

lB
d
dr(ρsol
(r))2 +
2

Z

dr0 drρd
e (r)

(3.2)

1
ρd
e (r).
|r − r0 |

RL
ρd
p (r) = 0 dsδ(r − r(s))
P sol
d
ρsol
(r) = N
δ(r − ri )
i
RL
P
P s
d
ρe (r) = f Zp 0 dsδ(r − r(s)) + Z+ fi N +Ns δ(r − ri ) + Z− N
i δ(r − ri )

(3.3)

where Zp , Z+ and Z− are the charges of polymer segment and counterions
accordingly. Lets put Zp = −1(as it is in the experiment) and Z± = ±1. The
meaning of the terms of the Hamiltonian (3.1) is as follows. The rst term represents chain rigidity. The second one is Debue-Huckel repulsion, the third one is
the excluded volume repulsion. Since the system is only weakly compressible, we
introduce a quadratic potential with strength λ Rthat restricts the deviation from
2
d
a homogeneous density in each location: W = λ (ρd
p (x) + ρsol (x) − 1) .
To transform it into a tractable form, we will need the following HubbardStratonovich transformation:


lB
exp −
2

Z

0

dvdv ρd
e (r)

R
R
 R
D[Φ]exp(−1/8πlB f 2 dvΦ∆Φ + i dv ρbe Φ)
f2
d
0
R
R
ρe (r ) =
|r − r0 |
D[Φ]exp(− 8πl1B f 2 dvΦ∆Φ

(3.4)

and the identity:
Z
d =
δ(ρ(r) − ρ(r))

Z
D[φ]exp(−i

d
dvφ(r)(ρ(r) − ρ(r))).

(3.5)

Also lets denote the chain path integral
"

#
Z
Z N
2
3 L
dR(s)
Qp [iφ] = D[R(s)]exp −
ds
−
dsiφ(R(s)) .
(3.6)
2b 0
ds
0
R
In this expression Qp [iφ] = V1 dvG(r, N ), where the propagator can be obZ

tained via a 'Schroedinger' equation:



∂G(r,s)
∂s

2

= b6 ∆G(r, s) − iφ(r)G(r, s)
G(r, 0) = Ginitial (r)

G(r = R, s) = 0.

(3.7)

After applying all that to the Hamiltonian(3.1) we get it transformed into the
following
+ [iZ+ Φ] − N− lnQ− [iZ− Φ] − Nsol lnQsol [iΩsol ]+
 = −lnQp [iΩp + if Zp Φ] − N+ lnQ
RH[φ,3Φ]
ωpp R
2
dx R − iΩp (x)ρp (x) − RiΩsol (x)ρsol (x) 2 dRρ2p (R)
+ λ(ρp + ρsol − 1)

R
+ ω2ss dRρ2sol (R) + ωps dRρp (R)ρsol (R) + 8πl1B f 2 dv|(x)∇Φ(R)|2

(3.8)
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Here the partition function Qp was described above and Q+ , Q− and Qsol have
the following meaning:
Q± [iZ± Φ(r)]
R =

Qsol [iΩsol ] =

1
dvexp(−iZ± Φ(r))
V
3 −iΩsol (x)

dx e

R

(3.9)

Then we integrate the Hamiltonian (3.8) the saddle point way: the solution is
the maxima of the functional in respect to Ωp ,Ωsol ,ρp ,ρsol and Φ. The resulting
equations are
∆Φ
4πlB

− if Zp ρp [iφ + if Zp Φ] − iZ+ ρ+ [if Z+ Φ] − iZ− ρ− (if Z− Φ) = 0
iΩp = ωpp ρp + ωsp ρs + λ(ρs + ρp − 1)
iΩsol = ωss ρs + ωsp ρp + λ(ρs + ρp − 1)

(3.10)

where
RN
−s)
δlnQp [Φ]
0 dsG(r,s)G(r,N
R
=
δΦ
dV G(r,N )
ρ± (r) = δlnQδΦ± [Φ]
ρsol (r) = δlnQsolδΩ[iΩsolsol +iΦ] .

ρp (r) =

(3.11)

So, these equations give us purely imaginary Ωp ,Ωsol and ΦSP which we then
put into (3.7) and (3.11) to get the polymer chain propagator and the co and
counterion density proles. Then we redening Ωp = ImΩp , Ωsol = ImΩsol and
Φ = ImΦ to simplify the notation. Lets sum up the equations we are going to
solve. For the polymer propagator we have:
inside the cavity
initial condition
boundary condition
(3.12)
Now we turn to the elds Ωp (R),Ωsol (R) and ΦSP (R) (we have already taken
their imaginary part). The expressions for the Ωp,sol elds are simple, but the eld
ΦSP (R) should be split into internal and external parts (Figure 16B). We denote
the potential of the region 2 and 3 as Φin , and that of region 1 to be Φout . The
equations are as follows.



∂G(R,0;s,0)
∂s

2

= b6 ∆G(R, 0; s, 0) − (Ωp (R) + f Zp ΦSP (R))G(R, 0; s, 0)
G(R, 0) = Ginitial (R)

G(R = R, s) = 0
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Ωp = χρsol + (λ + ω)(ρp + ρsol − 1)
Ω
χρp + (λ + ω)(ρp + ρsol − 1)
s =
∆Φin
if r < R
 4πlB − f Zp ρp (Rg , r) − f Z+ ρ+ (R) − f Z− ρ− (R) = 0
∆Φout
=0
if R < r < 2R
B
 4πl∂Φ
∂Φout
in
if r = R
in ∂n = out ∂n

(3.13)

where(again) ρ+ (R) =
, ρ− (R) =
and ρp (R) is from (3.11).
Now, lets specify the free energy expression to compute the free energy barrier.
Following [37](eq. 7) we take the following expression for the free energy
Z+ ΦSP (R))
N+ V R exp(f
dRexp(f Z+ ΦSP (R))

Z− ΦSP (R))
N− V R exp(f
dRexp(f Z− ΦSP (R))

−F0 = ERel + Ew − T Sp − T SsolR− T Si
1
dv(x)(∇Φ)R2 Ew = χ ρp ρsol
Eel = 8π
−T Sp = −lnQ
R p − (Zp f Φ + Ωp )
−T
R Ssol = ρsol (ln(ρsol ) − 1)
−T Si = (ρ− (ln(ρ− ) − 1) + ρ+ (ln(ρ+ ) − 1))

(3.14)

This is not identical to (3.8) . However, one should keep in mind that the
meaneld energy (3.8) is highly inaccurate so taking ad hoc expressions may eventually come out to be more fruitfull then direct storming of the Hamiltonian(3.8).
Lets now move to the initial conditions in the (3.12).
The initial condition for the chain with 1 end xed is quite clear: G(r, s = 0)
is localized near the boundary emulating the distribution function of 1 segment,
lets denote it ρseg (x). On the other hand, the initial condition for the free end (for
the G(r, N − s) propagator in the formula (3.11) is G(r, s = N ) = 1. So doing
we follow a standard procedure of numerical SCFT ([36, 37]). On the other hand
the situation for both ends free case is the same. We chose G(r, s = 0) = 1 and
G(r, s = N ) = 1.
This choise comes from the following argument. If we have a cavity that radius
is much bigger then the radius of gyration then choosing G(r, s = 0) = 1 and
G(r, s = N ) = 1 is clearly inaccurate. Indeed, doing that will give us the polymer
density spread uniformly over that large cavity and thus the chain will end up
being an ideal one! So the actual way to approach the problem seems as follows.
While evaluating the path integral 3.1, we have to sum all the pathes starting and
ending at arbitrary points. So, it follows that we have to take the integral over the
start points by collocation: we approximate the integral with a sum of the 1 end
xed propagators with that 1 end being positioned over the whole region. This
is computationally expensive(although doable), so we approximate this sum with
a uniform distribution thus doing an extra average. This averaging is justiable
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only if Rg ≥ R, that is the case of the Wong-Muthukumar experiment. Finally
lets discuss the boundary conditions of (3.12).
According to ([36] p.188) we have three choices of boundary conditions. The
rst one is G(r = R, s) = 0 which means the walls are impenetrable and repulsive
for the polymer segments. The other two choices are ∂G(r, s)/∂n = 0, which
is the choice in a situation where the polymer segment density near the wall is
very large, and ∂G(r, s)/∂n + ηG = 0 for the case of a partially attractive wall
where η species the strength of the attraction. Actually, considering the amount
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues on the vestibule walls(Figure 11 A), the
mixed boundary condition should have been chosen. In this work, however, we
didnt do this for simplicity and, as it was pointed out earlier, because of the fact
that Wan der Waals and hydrophilic forces have little eect on translocation time.
Lets turn to the numerical side of our problem.

3.3 Numerical scheme
The numerical procedure for this problem consists of two parts: the iteration procedure to solve the nonlinear equation(3.12), nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation
(3.14) and the numerical scheme to solve the linear Schroedinger equation in an
external eld and linear Helmholtz equation(linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation). For the rst part we use the procedure of Rasmussen-Kolasakis [3]. First,
we choose a 'seed' density that is 'more or less' what we would expect from this
system. Then we do the procedure outlined on (Figure 17)where ρseg (x) is the
density of the rst segment(which is xed near the boundary). It takes about few
dozens of iteration for this process to converge so that the density prole doesnt
change beyond the fourth digit. Now we come to the numerical scheme for the
parabolic equation.
The fully written Laplace operator is
∆(r, θ)G = ∆r G + ∆θ G =

1 ∂ 2G
1
∂
∂G
(r
)+ 2
(sin(θ)
).
2
r ∂r ∂r
r sin(θ) ∂θ
∂θ

(3.15)

and the total operator of our problem is
(3.16)
First thing to notice that these two terms do not commute and the second
term has no eective 'FFT' algorithm to be used in a splitting scheme like that of
([36] p.110) (You may have seen the 'Fast Legendre transform' of Rokhlin [42] and
similar things, but they are actually very slow and cumbersome to program). This
fact makes the problem considerably harder to solve. Fortunately, there is another
ÂG(r, θ) = (∆(r, θ) + Φ(r, θ)))G(s, r, θ)
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way to address this issue. It is so called summarized approximation technique ([38]
p.623). It works as follows. Consider a parabolic equation



inside the cavity
initial condition
boundary condition

∂U (R,t)
∂t

= AU (R)
U (R, 0) = Uinitial (R)

U (R = R, s) = 0

(3.17)

G
), Â2 G =
where Â = Â1 + Â2 + Â3 while the operators Â1 G = r12 ∂r∂ (r2 ∂r
1
∂
∂G
(sin(θ) ∂θ ) and Â3 G = Φ(r, θ)G dont commute.
r2 sin(θ) ∂θ
We replace the equation(3.17) with a sequence of 1D Couchi problems

















































∂U 1 (R,t)
∂t
∂U 2 (R,t)
∂t
∂U 3 (R,t)
∂t
∂U 4 (R,t)
∂t
∂U 5 (R,t)
∂t
1

= 0.5A3 U 1 (R)
= 0.5A1 U 2 (R)
= A2 U 3 (R)
= 0.5A1 U 4 (R)
= 0.5A3 U 5 (R)
U (R, tj ) = U (R, tj )
U 2 (R, tj ) = U 1 (R, tj+1 )
U 3 (R, tj ) = U 2 (R, tj+1 )
U 4 (R, tj ) = U 3 (R, tj+1 )
U 5 (R, tj ) = U 4 (R, tj+1 )
U (R, tj+1 ) = U 5 (R, tj+1 )
U 1 (R, 0) = Uinitial (R)
U 1,2,3,4,5 (R = R, s) = 0

t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]
t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]
t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]
t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]
t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]

(3.18)

initial condition
boundary condition

where we discretize the Laplace operator via the 'heat conservation' law [38]. We
take a cell in r, θ space: r ∈ [ri , ri+1 ], θ ∈ [θj , θj+1 ] and demand that the heat
ux through the boundaries is compensated by the heat generation by 'internal
sources'. So, if the ux through the surface segment r = ri+0.5 , θ ∈ [θj−0.5 , θj+0.5 ]
−U (i,j))
, the one through the surface segment r ∈
is Q1 = πsin(θj )∆θri2 (Ui+1,j∆r
(U
−Ui,j )
[ri−0.5 , ri+0.5 ], θ = θj+0.5 is Q2 = 2πri sin(θj+0.5 )∆r i,j+1
and so forth (Figri ∆θ
ure 17). Now we have system (15) for these nite dierence operators. As it is
proven in ([38] p.614), step-by-step solution of this system is stable. The question
is how accurate this is.
Indeed, we pay in accuracy for the simplicity and speed of this algorithm.
According to ([38] p.627), this scheme is accurate in uniform metrics as long as the
value |A1 A2 U | is small enough which means the solution should be smooth enough.
At rst glance this seems problematic for a polymer chain conned in the cavity
since the rst segment needs to be localized on(or nearby) the surface. Fortunately,
we can redene the segment and consider the same chain having smaller number
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of bigger segments: rst bigger segment is composed of, say, 2 smaller ones but
localized in a 6 times bigger volume.
At rst glance we may say that one has to increase the excluded volume and
the degree of ionization proportionally to the number of segments in the bigger
segment, but this is incorrect. As we coarse grain the chain, the excluded volume
parameter increases as a volume of the blob rather then as its mass [17]. Similarly,
the charge of the blob increases slower then its mass. Indeed, if we take the blob to
be the whole chain then only a small fraction of the chain is ionized. So we have to
dene our chain in terms of that bigger segments. As it was pointed out already,
this doesnt spoil the results. This was about the solution of parabolic equation.
We now turn to the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation that we have to solve
on every iteration of our process as it is on (Fig 17).
This is basically another iterative process. We need to discretize it rst,
then linearize, then solve the linear Helmholtz equation, correct the Helmholtz
equation coecients and repeat this again and again until we have this whole
thing convergent. The only thing here that needs clarication is how to discretize the Laplace operator to account for the discontinuous dielectric mismatch.
We do this the following way. The 'heat ux' expressions need to be replaced:
−Ui,j )

(U
−U (i,j))
, Q2 = 2πri sin(θj+0.5 )∆r i,j+0.5 (Urii,j+1
and
Q1 = πsin(θj )∆θri2 i+0.5,j i+1,j
∆r
∆θ
so forth. The net 'heat sources' are the linear zero derivative terms and the rhs in
the Helmholtz equation integrated over the cell volume. According to [38], this is
the right way to solve this kind of things. Lets see what came out of all these.

3.4 Results
In section 2, we have presented the theoretical analysis for a exible polyelectrolyte
chain in the presence of monovalent counterions and coions. Also, we included the
dielectric mismatch into the game. Those formulas were then put into a numerical algorithm described in section 3. We conducted the simulation for dierent
constriction ring charges, dierent polymer chain lengths, dierent salt concentrations, dierent ring charge positions, dierent rst segment positions and dierent
dielectric mismatches. The results of the computations are as follows.

3.4.1

Free energy barrier vs. the magnitude of the ring
charge at dierent salt concentrations

The dependence of the free energy barrier and the ratio of translocation times on
the constriction ring charge is presented on (Figure 19) and (Figure 20). Here we
choose χ = 0.25,λ = 100, f = 0.75 for the rst and f = 0.5 for the second plot.
The salt concentration is such as to emulate 0.25M(25 positive and 25 negative
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charges in the cavity in addition to the counterions). The dielectric mismatch
parameter is chosen to be 1 /2 = 0.1 which emulates the order of magnitude
dierence between water, protein and lipid membrane. Lets recall that the size of
1 monomer of NaPSS is 3A, so the polymer length of 150 monomer corresponds
to somewhere around 50 of our units.
The constriction ring charge is chosen in such a way to emulate the experimental
conditions given on (Figure 11 B): as pH of the trans side increases from 0 to 6,
the constriction ring charge decreases from +7 to 0 and thus creates less and less
attraction for the last segment of negatively charged NaPSS chain. This charge
was deduced from standard ionic equilibrium procedure. The equilibrium constants
pKa for aspartic acid, lysine and glutamine acid were taken to be 3.9, 10.53, 4.07.
The dependence of the free energy barrier on salt concentration is presented on
(Figure 21). The 2 upper curves are for Ns = 100(which corresponds to cs = 1M )
for the ring charge of 0 and 5 respectively. The two lower curves are for Ns = 25
and the same values of the constriction ring charge. Lets think about the dierence
between the two set of curves.
The major factors governing this behavior are as follows. We have 4 lengths in
here: persistence length, Debue-Huckel length, cavity radius and Bjerrum length.
There are two trends here: the decrease of the free energy barrier with polymer
chain length as it is without the ring charge and the decrease of the barrier in the
presence of the ring charge. The later seems to work as follows: it depends on
the average amount of polymer charges the ring charge 'catches' within its Debue
radius. For short enough chains and the Debue radius ∼ l, there is always one
such segment- the one attached to the end for 1 end xed case and none for both
ends free case. As the polymer chain length increases, there are more and more
charges coming close enough to the ring charge for both 1 end both ends xed,
the dierence between the two cases erodes and thus the dierence between the
free energy barriers with and without the ring charge decreases, possibly tending
to zero as the polymer density inside the cavity tends to innity.
Notice, however a very important thing here. In this approach there is actually
a contradiction in the model. The boundary condition q(r = R, s) = 0 on the
boundary contradicts with the initial condition that the distribution of the rst
segment is nonzero at the boundary. This means that ones s>0, the distribution
gets to zero very soon and the rst segment is located not at the boundary but
some distance away from it. So if the Debue radius is considerably smaller then the
persistence length, this model sees only a small fraction of the rst segment. In addition to this, smearing of the charge underestimates the interaction energy. Thus,
the results obtained for Ns = 100 dont include the ring-last segment interaction.
Lets take a look at the quantitative magnitude of what remains.
What we immediately notice is that the quantitative magnitude of the chain
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free energy contribution to the type B event at 1M salt concentration is nowhere
near to the one observed experimentally (Figure 13). Indeed, we take f=0.5 which
is bigger then f=0.3 in [34] (which is, in turn, obtained from interpretation of
some theoretical models; see, for example, [43]). Then what we get is barely
a 20 percent dierence rather then a factor of 3 experimentally observed one.
This comes out with the underestimated(due to smearing)
R constriction ring-last
segment interaction already added to the free energy via (∇Φ)2 term. Even if
we take that the meaneld free energy is 50 percent inaccurate and the meaneld
electrostatic interactions in the bulk of the cavity are underestimated 2-3 fold [22],
we still cant get that experimental value.
A reasonable explanation for this discrepancy seems to be that the descretness of the constriction ring-last segment charge wasn't properly counted. Lets do
this manually. The last segment-constriction ring interaction potential energy is
roughly U = 7 ∗ e−0.75/0.3 /0.75 ≈ 1kT for Debue radius 0.3nm, constriction ring
radius 0.75nm, constriction ring charge 7e and last segment charge 1e. Exponentiated, this gives right 3 times increase in the duration of type B events! Thus the
experimentally observed dierence of type B events comes mostly from the last
segment-constriction ring interaction.

3.4.2

Free energy barrier vs the position of the constriction
ring charge and the rst segment

In the previous section we presented the change of the free energy barrier brought
by the constriction ring charge at dierent salt concentrations. In this section
we will investigate the dependence of the free energy barrier on the ring charge
position, rst segment position and the epsilon mismatch. The results for the
dependence of the free energy barrier on the position of the charge are presented
on (Figure 22). The three curves correspond to 'regular' (lower curve) position of
the charge right at the constriction ring, the charge moved deeper away from the
center of the cavity(middle curve) and the charge located at the constriction ring
but smeared over bigger angle. The salt concentration is taken to be 0.25M(25
ions). What we observe is that the system is rather insensitive for this details as
long as the debue radius still reaches some segments.
Next we investigate the dependence of the free energy barrier on the position
of the rst segment. The result is presented on (Figure 23). The upper curve
corresponds to zero ring charge, the lower one corresponds to the ring charge of
5e. As before the salt concentration is taken to be 0.25M so that Debue radius is
big enough for the ring charge to reach the rst segments. As we see the dierence
between this and the (Figure 20) is very little, so we conclude that the position of
the rst segment doesnt make a big dierence if the Debue radius is big enough
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for the ring charge to reach the rst segment. Finally, we also investigated the
dependence of the free energy barriers on the  mismatch value. The results are
presented on (Figure 24). The dependence on the  mismatch is next to none.
Now lets see what is good of all these.

3.4.3 Conclusions
We performed a eld theory simulation for a exible polyelecrolyte chain in a cavity
with tunable charge. Our work improves the the theory developed in [40, 37]
adding there the dielectric mismatch parameter, more realistic pore layout and
tailoring it to a specic experiment. The results show how to change the duration
of the B type event by modifying the chain. Any attempt to decrease the B type
event duration by increasing the repulsion between the segments alone via, for
example, additional sulfonation, decreasing the salt concentration, replacing(or
mixing) water with formamide or N-methylformamide[43] to increase (and thus
segment-segment repulsion since very often the more ionized the polyelectrolyte is
the better it dissolves, see, for example ([43] Table 5) or ([48] p.87)) will give only
incremental change. The only viable way to aect the duration of B type event
seems to add a negatively charged group to the end of the chain. Now we need to
think about an experiment that will verify this. For this to do we need to know
how to prepare a polymer with its interior part and its ends dierently charged.
The neutral chain end attached to a charged NaPSS chain can be done by
radical copolymerization of NaPSS with styrene. These two polymers are very
similar. In fact the only dierence is the pendant group that has little eect on
polymerization which happens by vinyl mechanism: breaking of the C=C double
bond into -C-C- thing. This can be done by adding a small amount of styrene
monomers after the polymerization of NaPSS is nished. Doing that we will get 1
or 2 styrene monomers attached to the end of the NaPSS chain. Now we need to
make the end of the chain divalently charged.
For this to do we react NaPSS chain with RAFT agent (Figure 25(a)) that get
attached to the end of NaPSS chain (Figure 25(b)). Then we do cleavage and what
comes out of it(in acidic environment which we have) is the thiol group (Figure
25(c)). For the charged(divalent) group to be attached, one need to go further. We
react the thiol terminated NaPSS with phosphonic acid in the presence of AIBN
to get the divalent phosphate group attached (Figure 25(d)). There is no need to
bother that thus modied NaPSS will not be able to pass through the α-hemolysine
pore: its size is the same as that of ordinary NaPSS (Figure 25(b)). The same
procedure can be done to attach divalent end groups to neutral polystyrene. The
results of the Wong-Muthukumar experiment will change the following way.
For divalently charged end group NaPSS, we will have about 6 fold increase
of the duration of the B type event instead of 3 fold one for monovalent chain
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end since this time the last segment-constriction ring interaction energy is U =
2 ∗ 7 ∗ e−0.75/0.3 /0.75 ≈ 2kT . Close thing will come out for (neutral) polystyrene
with divalently charged group attached 1 . On the other hand, if the end chain is
neutral any change in pH or solvent will give only modest(within 50 percent) eect
on the duration of type B eect. This information should be useful for upcoming
experiments on the translocation of heterogenouse polymers [28].
Also we found that the behavior of the free energy barrier vs polymer length
in the presence of the constriction ring charge changes qualitatively with decrease
of the salt concentration. This observation can also be checked experimentally via
α-hemolysine pore translocaton by just reducing the salt concentration. However,
this is relevant only for small α-hemolysine like pore for the condition rD ∼ R is
to be satised. This, in turn, makes the result usable for 'big' Han separator-like
devices[41]. But even for α-hemolysine pore , the quantitative decrease of the
barrier obtained by us is not guaranteed to come out experimentally since the
meaneld free energy is usually underestimated quantitatively.
Finally, lets point out the general importance of problem of the chain end
searching for a specic area of space. In 1999 J. Han and H.G. Craighead [41, 49]
proposed a device to separate DNAs due to their length. The device was a articial
channel fabricated by silicon based lithography and etching technique. The channel
consisted of alternating thick and thin regions, where the thickness of thin region
was as small as 90nm. The electrophoretic mobility of long DNA molecules in
this channel was measured as a function of applied electric eld. Because the
radius of gyration of DNA was much larger then the thin gap, DNA molecules
were trapped when they moved from the thin to the thick region. This trapping
determined the mobility of the DNA in the system. Surprisingly, longer DNA
molecules moved faster then the shorter ones in the channel. This may be due to
the fact that a larger DNA molecule has a better chance of escaping the entropic
trap because of the larger contact area with the thin slit. This device could enable
fast manipulation and separation of long polymers.

1

Provided that the chain is short enough for the voltage gradient to drive it
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this work we investigated the theory behind two dierent approaches to characterization of low molecular weight polyelectrolytes: the interpretation of the
gyration radius from the second virial coecient of the dilute polyelectrolyte solution and the translocation of polyelectrolyte chains through nanometer size pore
with vestibule. Lets see what these two approaches have in common. Both of them
start from the same Edwards Hamiltonian with Debue-Huckel repulsion. The rst
one utilizes a renormalization group technique to renormalize(sum up) it on bigger
length scales, the second one uses numerical self consistent eld theory to essentially the same purpose. It seems that these seemingly dierent approaches can
augment one another.
Firstly, the renormalization group problem establishes the degree of validity
of two parameter theory and its polyelectrolyte generalizations, for example the
one we considered in this work. Anytime we do a simulation for this kind of
system we have to do it not for some specic value of the excluded volume or
charge density, but for a whole interval of values. Not only can we change the
degree of ionization and/or the excluded volume by sulfonation or mixing the
solvent with another solvent, but also because we cant measure and/or extract
them accurately. Indeed, as it was stressed in the second virial coecient part,
we cant establish a relation between the microscopic parameters and macroscopic
ones(on the macroscopic length L) theoretically. This however can be augmented
with a eld theory simulation.
Indeed, if we do SCFT simulation of an unconned polymer chain with its end
xed at the center and employ an algorithm similar to the relaxation procedure
from the second problem for dierent values of the persistence length and the
excluded volume, then we can establish a relation between the persistence length
and the excluded volume from the condition that Rg remains the same or even
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the density prole remains close enough. This, in turn, will give us the relation
between the microscopic and macroscopic parameters. This, in turn may be of
help for the research now done in G. Fredrickson group.
Secondly, the renormalization group approach may help to improve the accuracy of the SCFT approach. For example, if we consider a translocation of
polyelecrolyte through a hole in a at wall, its ideal propagator can be obtained
analytically. Then the perturbative calculations similar to one we did in the second
virial coecient may solve this problem.
Finally, lets stress the importance of SCFT technique to obtain di and triblock
copolymer mesophases. According to [36], the mesophase separation behavior of
polymers on a thin lm can be utilized into a technology of nanolithography mask
manufacture. Finally, notice an alternative approach to this problem via Lifshitz
integro-dierential equation[50]. This may be more accurate in the strong segregation limit case, especially if accurate computation of the mesophase interface
thickness is needed.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Examples of the chemical structures of polyelecrolytes. (a) Polyvinyl
sulfonic acid;(b) Polyacrylic acid partially neutralized by sodium hydroxide; (c)
Copolymer of acrylic acid and vinyl alcohol; (d) Poly-N-n-butyl pyridinium hydroxid; (e) Polygluamic acid and polylysine; (f) Deoxyribonucleic acid neutralized.
Adopted from [8]
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Figure 2: Examples of 3D structures of polyelectrolytes. (a) Polyacrylic acid; (b)
Deoxyribonucleic acid. Adopted from [8]
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Figure 3: Dierent conformations of linear chainlike macroions. (a) Random coil;
(b) Helix; (c) Dierent helical conformations expressed by sequences of internal
rotation angles; (1) TTT..., (2) TGTG..., (3) TGGTGG...; (d) deformation of
contracted random coil to extended one. Adopted from [8]
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Figure 4: (a) A spherical macroion with charged groups. (b) The potential prole
along a line crossing the volume occupied by the spherical macroion. (c) A cylindrical macroion with charged groups. (d) The potential proles along the lines
crossing the volume occupied by the cylindrical macroion; (1) perpendicular to
the cylinder, (2) along the cylinder. Adopted from [8]
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Figure 5: Three regions for counterions bound in and around the macroion. (1)
The potential hole at charged groups; (2) the potential valley along the cylindrical
region occupied by the chain of the macroion; (3) the potential trough in the region
apparently occupied by the macroion as a whole. The area marked by (4) is the
outside region for free countrions. Adopted from [8]
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Figure 6: The Feynman diagrams appearing to the self-energy of the ψ 4 theory.
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Figure 7: Graphic representation of G2 .The solid and the dashed lines represent
the polymer and the δ function potential respectively. The (b) graphs are the
collapsed graphs of (a). Adopted from [23]
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Figure 8: The Feynman diagrams appearing to the second order in u1 and u2 .
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Figure 9: The dependence of the second virial coecient
of polyelectrolyte on
√
the salt concentration. For high salt there is A2 ∼ 1/ cs . At medium salt it is
A2 ∼ 1/cs . Adopted from [24]
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Figure 10: The dependence of the radius of gyration of polyelectrolyte on the salt
concentration. The slope between log(Rg ) and log(1/cs ) is close to 1/5. Adopted
from [25]
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Figure 11: The α-hemolysine pore(a) at pH 7.5 and the charge on the constriction
ring(b) vs pH. Blue: positively charged groups, red: negatively charged residues,
green: hydrophobic residues, gray: hydrophilic residues. The chain itself is negatively charged. Adopted from [34].
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Figure 12: Three most prominent event types of NaPSS translocation through
α-hemolysine pore. The blockades were produced 57.5 kg/mol NaPSS in 1M KCl
pH 7.5 solution under 150mV. Ia and Ib are the open pore and blockaded pore
currents respectively [34]. We are interested in type B events. Adopted from [34].
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Figure 13: The blockade times of 16 kg/mol NaPSS at 140mV vs trans pH of the
solvent. Medium level blockade time (τ12 in this notation) we are interested in is
marked red. Adopted from [34].
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Figure 14: A schematic picture of the free energy landscape of a polymer chain
passing through a hole [27]. The 'distance' on this plot is the reaction coordinate,
which, in our case, is the number of monomers already translocated. Adopted
from [27].
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Figure 15: A schematic picture of the type B event of α-hemolysine pore translocation. Part A depicts the event while parts B and C show two possible ways the
translocation may be. Green circles on (Figure15 B,C) specify where the chain
end(s) are 'xed' to compute the free energy barrier.
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Figure 16: The schematic layout of the pore (A) and its model (B). Internal
region of the cavity (regions 2 and 3) is lled with solvent(water). The boundary
layer of the solvent has, however, dierent . The outer layer is protein and lipid
membrane(with much lower ).
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Figure 17: The generalized Rasmussen-Kolasakis algorithm [3] for a charged chain.
It takes few dozen iterations for this thing to converge (up to 4th digit). The
initial('seed') density needs to be provided separately. ρp (r) here is that of formula
(10). ∆t is chosen to be 0.1-0.2.
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Figure 18: The 'heat uxes' out of the spherical coordinate cell.
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Figure 19: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on
the polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent values of the ring
charge. The 2 curves are for Q = 5, the 3 one is for Q = 2.5, and ∇ is for Q = 0
respectively. Here lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.75, Ns = 25.  mismatches are taken to
be 0.1
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Figure 20: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on
the polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent values of the ring
charge. The 2 curve is for Q = 5, the 3 one is for Q = 2.5, and ∇ is for Q = 0
respectively. Here lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.5, Ns = 25.  mismatches are taken to
be 0.1
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Figure 21: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on the
polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent salt concentrations. Here
lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.5. The two lower curves are given for ∇-Ns = 25,Q = 5;
4-Ns = 25,Q = 0 . The two upper curves are given for 2-Q = 5,Ns = 100;
3-Q = 0,Ns = 100  mismatches are taken to be 0.1
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Figure 22: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on
the polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent ring charge positions.
Here lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.5 and the salt concentration 0.25M(25x2 ions). The
regular position, where the charge is centered at the ring and the charge spread
is 0.2π is depicted on ∇ curve. The situation with the charge moved 0.5 units of
persistence length away from the center of the cavity is depicted on the 3 curve.
Finally, the situation for the charge spreaded over 0.3π and localized at the ring
(the same as the rst one) is depicted on the 2 curve.  mismatches are taken to
be 0.1
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Figure 23: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on
the polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent position of the rst
segment. Here lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.5, the salt concentration 0.25M(25x2 ions)
and the rst segment is positioned 0.5 units of persistence length toward the center
of the cavity. The ring charge is zero(3 curve) and 5e(2 curve).  mismatches are
taken to be 0.1
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Figure 24: Dependence of the free energy barrier of the polyelectrolyte chain on
the polymer length(in the number of segments) for dierent values of  mismatch.
Here lB = l = 1, R = 4, f=0.5 and the salt concentration 0.25M(25x2 ions).
mismatches are taken to be 0.1 and 1.
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Figure 25: The procedure to attached a phosphate divalent charged group to the
end of NaPSS chain.
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